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Abstract
In July of 2005, the Deep Impact mission collided a 366 kg impactor with the nucleus of Comet 9P/Tempel 1, at a closing speed of 10.2 km s−1 .
In this work, we develop a first-order, three-dimensional, forward model of the ejecta plume behavior resulting from this cratering event, and then
adjust the model parameters to match the flyby-spacecraft observations of the actual ejecta plume, image by image. This modeling exercise
indicates Deep Impact to have been a reasonably “well-behaved” oblique impact, in which the impactor–spacecraft apparently struck a small,
westward-facing slope of roughly 1/3–1/2 the size of the final crater produced (determined from initial ejecta plume geometry), and possessing
an effective strength of not more than Ȳ = 1–10 kPa. The resulting ejecta plume followed well-established scaling relationships for cratering in
a medium-to-high porosity target, consistent with a transient crater of not more than 85–140 m diameter, formed in not more than 250–550 s,
for the case of Ȳ = 0 Pa (gravity-dominated cratering); and not less than 22–26 m diameter, formed in not less than 1–3 s, for the case of
Ȳ = 10 kPa (strength-dominated cratering). At Ȳ = 0 Pa, an upper limit to the total ejected mass of 1.8 × 107 kg (1.5–2.2 × 107 kg) is consistent
with measurements made via long-range remote sensing, after taking into account that 90% of this mass would have stayed close to the surface
and then landed within 45 min of the impact. However, at Ȳ = 10 kPa, a lower limit to the total ejected mass of 2.3 × 105 kg (1.5–2.9 × 105 kg)
is also consistent with these measurements. The expansion rate of the ejecta plume imaged during the look-back phase of observations leads to an
estimate of the comet’s mean surface gravity of ḡ = 0.34 mm s−2 (0.17–0.90 mm s−2 ), which corresponds to a comet mass of mt = 4.5 × 1013 kg
(2.3–12.0 × 1013 kg) and a bulk density of ρt = 400 kg m−3 (200–1000 kg m−3 ), where the large high-end error is due to uncertainties in the
magnitude of coma gas pressure effects on the ejecta particles in flight.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
On July 4, 2005, the Deep Impact mission successfully collided a 366 kg impactor-spacecraft with the surface of 6 km
diameter Comet 9P/Tempel 1, at an oblique angle of about
56◦ from the regional surface normal and a collision speed
of 10.2 km s−1 (A’Hearn et al., 2005b). This impact produced
a cratering event which was directly observed by a flybyspacecraft which passed within 500 km of the comet, in two
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viewing windows: an approach phase of observations, made
from 0 to 800 s following the time of impact; and a look-back
phase of observations, made from 45 to 75 min following the
time of impact (A’Hearn et al., 2005a). The solid-particle ejecta
plume produced by this cratering event, first visible at ∼340 ms
after the impact (Medium Resolution Instrument (MRI) image MV9000910.069), rapidly emerged from the impact site
and expanded to form a highly visible, cone-shaped cloud of
launched particles, which dominates many of the subsequent
images (Fig. 1). This prominent plume remained visibly “attached,” i.e., in very close proximity to the comet’s surface as
it rapidly extended longitudinally (away from the comet’s sur-
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Fig. 1. The four viewing phases of the Deep Impact ejecta plume: imaged by the Medium Resolution Instrument (MRI). (Upper left) Early interior view (1): for the
first 2 min after impact, the flyby-spacecraft viewed the full interior of the hollow ejecta cone, with ejecta rays extending in all directions. (Upper right) Edge-on
view (2): from about 2 to 9 min after impact, the flyby-spacecraft viewed the upper left (west) side of the ejecta cone nearly edge-on, while the lower right (east)
side of the ejecta cone interior was viewed nearly broad-side. (Lower left) Late interior view (3): from about 9 to 13 min after impact, the flyby-spacecraft viewed
the deep interior of the ejecta cone, including the dark oval of the plume base. (Lower right) Look-back profile view (4): from about 45 to 75 min after impact, the
flyby-spacecraft viewed the ejecta cone in near-profile, with its base just hidden behind the limb of the comet.1

face) and expanded laterally (along the comet’s surface) over
the course of the observations made by the flyby-spacecraft.
During the first 800 s following the impact, the hollow interior of the ejecta plume was viewed as the flyby-spacecraft
approached the comet. During the look-back phase of observations, 45–75 min following the impact, the conical exterior
of the ejecta plume was viewed as the spacecraft departed the
comet (A’Hearn et al., 2005b). These later, look-back images
permit measurements of the ejecta plume’s lateral expansion
rate over a time span of nearly half an hour, and thus provide a
quantitative means for estimating the magnitude of Tempel 1’s
gravity field. This is because the observed ejecta plume consisted of billions of tiny ejecta particles, each one following
its own ballistic trajectory under the influence of Tempel 1’s
gravity field, and as such, the lateral expansion rate of the collective ejecta plume is also a function of the comet’s gravity
field (Melosh, 2001). When coupled with a shape model for

Comet Tempel 1 (Thomas et al., 2007), a reasonable gravity
estimate for Tempel 1 also permits an estimate of the comet’s
mass and bulk density.
This gravity estimate for Tempel 1 is made by developing
a first-order, three-dimensional, forward model of the cratering
event’s ejecta plume behavior, and then adjusting the parameters of this model (over many iterations) to match the spacecraft
observations of the actual plume behavior, image by image
(Richardson et al., 2005). This forward model is, in turn, based
upon well-established impact cratering event scaling relationships, which are described in detail in the following sections.
In addition to gravity and density estimates for Comet Tempel 1, this model also permits us to estimate the particle velocity
distribution and total mass ejected by the impact, and obtain
a rough estimate of the comet’s surface strength at the impact
site.
1.1. The impact cratering process

1 All included images have been re-centered on the impact site; re-scaled to

the full instrument field-of-view; and are labeled with the time after impact (in
seconds), the spacecraft range to the comet (in km), and the image number (sans
decimal point).

Before describing the model developed for this work, it will
be helpful to review the basic stages of the impact cratering
process and describe how these stages relate to the observa-
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tions conducted by the Deep Impact flyby-spacecraft. In our
description, an impact cratering event can be loosely divided
into three stages: a coupling stage, an excavation stage, and a
modification stage. Below is a brief synopsis of each of these
stages—detailed descriptions of the cratering process can be
found in Chapman and McKinnon (1986) and Melosh (1989).
The coupling stage of an impact event begins the instant the
impactor touches the target surface. During the coupling stage,
the kinetic energy and momentum of the impactor are transmitted, or coupled, into the target material as the impactor pushes
into and rapidly accelerates the target material, while at the
same time the target material rapidly deforms and decelerates
the impactor. These rapid velocity changes produce two shockwaves, which begin at the point of contact between impactor
and target, and then rapidly propagate both forward into the target material and backward into the impactor. It is the forward
propagating, hemispherical, compressive shock-wave in the target material that transmits the majority of the energy initially
contained in the impactor to the target material. This shockwave is followed almost immediately by a rarefaction-wave,
which is the reflection of the compressive shock-wave off the
free surface of the target. This coupling-phase energy transfer
from impactor to target takes place within a region of the target of roughly a few times the volume of the impactor, and in
a time of order d/vi , where d is the diameter of the impactor
and vi is its velocity. In the case of the Deep Impact experiment, this amounts to the deposition of ∼1.9 × 1010 J of energy
into a target volume of order 1–10 cubic meters in size, and in
only 0.1–1 ms (depending upon penetration depth). Thus, this
first stage of the cratering process was not directly observable
by the flyby-spacecraft, which at that time had an image spatial
resolution of only 35 m per pixel and a time resolution of 59 ms
(A’Hearn et al., 2005a).
In the immediate vicinity of an impact site, shock pressures
will greatly exceed the yield strength of the target material,
while the amount of internal energy deposited in the target
will greatly exceed that necessary to vaporize and/or melt this
material (called shock heating). Additionally for Deep Impact,
crushing of the highly porous cometary surface may also have
transformed a large amount of kinetic energy into internal energy. The result of this rapid crushing and heating is the creation
and expulsion of a rapidly expanding bubble of vaporized target material and entrained melt droplets from the impact site,
which moves quickly away at speeds near to that of the original impactor. This marks the beginning of the excavation stage
of the cratering process. The amount of material vaporized and
melted by a given impact is highly dependent upon the nature
of the target material, but in the case of the Deep Impact event,
this amount was expected to be on the order of several impactor masses and encompass a volume around the impact site
of a few impactor radii in extent (the impactor was about 1 m
in diameter). The vapor plume produced by the Deep Impact
experiment is clearly visible in MRI images MV9000910.067–
MV9000910.077, and is the topic of a separate analysis by
Melosh et al. (2006).
Outside of the vaporization and melt zone, the rapid compression and rarefaction produced by the passage of the ex-
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Fig. 2. The crater excavation stage shown in four steps (figure taken from
Melosh, 1989). This stage begins with the upward release of the vapor plume,
simultaneous with the establishment of a hydrodynamic flow of solid material,
which excavates the bowl of the crater. This solid-ejecta flow forms an inverted,
hollow cone of ballistically launched particles, attached at its base to the expanding rim of the growing crater. The growth of the crater and the launch of
additional material into the ejecta plume is halted by either the downward force
of gravity, the residual strength of the target material, material viscosity forces,
or a combination of these three factors.

panding (and weakening) shock front does two things: first, it
severely fractures and damages the target material as it passes,
and second, it injects a large amount of residual kinetic energy
into this material and as such, sets up a hydrodynamic (fluidlike) flow of solid particles which excavates the crater. This
process is depicted pictorially in Fig. 2, in which the excavation flow is shown opening up a paraboloid bowl in the target,
whose depth is roughly 1/3 its diameter, and from which material moves upward and radially outward to form a hollow,
conical ejecta plume. As the shock front in the target expands
away from the impact site (advancing far ahead of the excavation flow-field that it sets up), it weakens rapidly, such that the
amount of damage done to the target material, and the amount
of kinetic energy deposited in this material, rapidly falls off
with increasing distance from the impact site. Therefore, although the crater initially grows quite quickly and the early
ejecta are launched at high velocities, the crater growth rate
falls off rapidly, accompanied by rapidly slowing ejecta velocities, with increasing distance from the impact site. The excavation flow finally comes to a halt, and the “transient” crater
formed, when the upward and outward, hydrodynamic excavation flow is overcome by either the force of gravity, the post-
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shock strength of the target material, target material viscosity
(usually negligible in impacts involving solid, rocky materials),
or a combination of these three factors.
In the case of the Deep Impact cratering event, the excavation stage was expected to last for between 1 and 600 s
(10 min), depending upon the target material and the comet’s
gravity field, and was therefore expected to be observed in its
entirety during the 800 s (13.3 min) of approach phase imaging.
Unfortunately, the copious amount of fine particulate produced
by the cratering event obscured the spacecraft’s view of the
impact area, and the crater formation process was not directly
observed (A’Hearn et al., 2005b). However, there is still much
information about this process that can be gleaned from the observations that were made, as we will discuss in the following
sections.
The halt of crater excavation marks the beginning of the final
stage in the process, called the modification stage. This stage
comprises two processes which occur simultaneously. First, the
plume of solid ejecta particles expelled during the excavation
stage will gradually fall out under the influence of the target
body’s gravity onto its surface, and will thus form a blanket
of material extending outward from the rim of the transient
crater. Second, the transient crater itself, which is gravitationally unstable due to its steep sides, will collapse, with crater
wall materials sliding downward and inward toward the center
of the bowl and causing the crater to become wider and shallower as it attains its final shape: for small, simple craters, the
final crater diameter is larger than the transient crater diameter
by a factor of about 1.1–1.3, with a final depth Hf to diameter Df ratio of about 1/5 (Melosh, 1989). The modification
stage is complete when the crater has attained its final, stable
form, and all of the impact ejecta have either been redeposited
on the surface of the target body or have escaped from the target
body’s gravity-well.
With regard to the Deep Impact event, it was expected that
very little, if any, of the transient crater collapse would be observed, for two reasons: first, this stage would only be captured
in the last portion of the 800 s of approach phase imaging, after the excavation stage was complete; and second, the very low
gravity field of Comet Tempel 1 (expected to be of order 0.1–
1.0 mm s−2 ) would cause such crater gravitational collapse to
proceed quite slowly, and therefore would not be visible in the
limited time available. However, it was expected that much of
the expansion and fallout of the ejecta plume would be visible,
during both the approach and look-back imaging phases, provided that the viewing geometry was favorable and the ejecta
particle distribution was fine enough to produce an easily visible ejecta plume (Richardson et al., 2005), as proved to be the
case (Fig. 1). Observations of the ejecta plume produced by the
Deep Impact mission lasted from the moment of first emergence
(∼340 ms after impact) all the way to the final look-back images taken 75 min following the impact.
1.2. Basic cratering physics
In one respect, our understanding of the Deep Impact cratering event is much better constrained than that of the multi-

kilometer scale impact craters observed on the Earth and other
moons and planets. Unlike the large craters that form a major
part of the landscapes of most airless bodies, the relatively small
Deep Impact event is a reasonably good match to our ability to
compute or experimentally model such impacts. In this section,
we lay out the basic concepts upon which the model used for
this ballistics analysis is based.
Although complex and multi-staged, the physics involved in
the formation of an impact crater is well understood, at least
on the fundamental level. The impact and subsequent growth of
the crater are governed by a set of classical differential equations known as the Navier–Stokes equations, which are supplemented by (1) an equation of state that describes the material
thermodynamic properties, and (2) a set of constitutive equations that describe the rheologic properties of the materials—
see Melosh (1989) for a detailed description and references.
The Navier–Stokes equations express the conservation of mass,
energy and momentum. The equation of state relates the pressure in all materials, and mixtures of materials, to their densities and internal energies. The constitutive equations define
a material model that links stresses and strains. The principal
uncertainties in using these equations directly are in the accuracy of both the equation of state and the material constitutive
model. These relations are not well known for most natural
materials, and thus makes finite-element, computational hydrodynamic (CHD) modeling of the Deep Impact event somewhat
problematic, although such work should still be attempted for
reasons outlined below.
Nonetheless, the basic Navier–Stokes equations themselves
do offer some insight into the process. As in many such equations, they possess several “invariances”: changes of some variable that leaves the overall equation unchanged. If gravity or
rate-dependent strength is not involved (which is too drastic a
simplification in practice), one of the principal invariances is
a coordinated relationship between length scales and time. For
example, a 1 mm projectile striking a target at 10 km s−1 will
yield the same result as a 1 m projectile striking a similar target at the same speed, provided all distances are scaled by the
same ratio of 1000 and all times are multiplied by the same
factor. Thus, if the 1 mm laboratory projectile makes a crater
10 cm in diameter in 100 ms, the 1 m Deep Impact projectile
should create a 100 m diameter crater in 100 s. In this scaling
relationship, velocities, densities, and strengths are unchanged,
and the target from which the problem is scaled must be very
similar to the actual, larger-scaled target. This simple scaling
invariance thus opens the door to detailed experimental study
of the Deep Impact cratering event, providing that we can find
close matches to the actual material of the comet and achieve
velocities similar to that of the Deep Impact collision. Laboratory studies using two-stage light gas guns are limited to about
6 to 8 km s−1 , but this is not very far from the actual conditions.
Schultz et al. (2007) describe a detailed laboratory simulation
approach using just this correspondence.
The main factors that inhibit this experimental approach
are (1) target materials that posses a rate-dependent material
strength, and (2) the target body’s gravity. Although many target materials do not have this first problem, rate-dependence
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is observed for carbonates (Larson, 1977) and other materials (Melosh et al., 1992), so caution in selecting a cometsimulant material is necessary. If gravity is important in limiting
the crater’s growth, then the previous, simple invariance does
not hold. Gravity is a function of (distance)/(time)2 ; so, for
a strictly correct comparison between the laboratory and the
actual Deep Impact event, the acceleration of gravity must be
scaled as the inverse of the distance or time ratio. Thus, the
1 mm projectile in a terrestrial gravity field corresponds to a
1 m projectile in a gravity field of 1/1000 of Earth’s surface
gravity. This is certainly a step in the right direction for experimentally modeling Deep Impact, but to simulate the comet
impact exactly under Earth’s gravity, we really need a projectile about 10–100 µm in diameter, made of the same materials
as the impactor–spacecraft and striking a target of the same
composition as the comet’s surface at 10.2 km s−1 . Even the
grain size of the comet-simulant material must be reduced by
the same factor of 10−5 –10−6 from the grain size in the actual
comet. This is a much more difficult set of conditions to match
for experimental studies, and may require the CHD numerical
methods mentioned above to help bridge the gaps. Conversely,
any numerical computations should be checked by experimental findings wherever possible. For the work described in this
paper, however, we opted for a third route of model development.
1.3. Cratering event scaling relationships
Although it is often difficult to satisfy the requirements of
the exact space/time/material invariance in the Navier–Stokes
equations, an approximate form of invariance has been long
recognized in impacts and explosions. This invariance ultimately stems from the fact that the final crater is usually much
larger than the projectile, such that projectile-specific properties (such as diameter, shape, and composition) do not affect
the final outcome: a concept referred to as “late-stage equivalence” (Dienes and Walsh, 1970). In this case, only a single,
dimensional “coupling parameter,” which depends upon the
projectile’s total energy and momentum, will affect the size
and shape of the end cratering result (Holsapple and Schmidt,
1987). When this is the case, a number of power-law scaling relationships have been observed in experimental impacts,
and derived mathematically as point-source solutions, that link
impacts of different sizes, velocities and gravitational accelerations. The derivation of these crater scaling relationships is
based upon the Buckingham π theorem of dimensional analysis
(Buckingham, 1914) and have undergone extensive development over the years, as described in Holsapple and Schmidt
(1980, 1982), Housen et al. (1983), Holsapple and Schmidt
(1987), Schmidt and Housen (1987), and the review work,
Holsapple (1993). Below is a brief summary of this work.
This approach begins with the assumption that the desired
parameter for which we wish to find a functional relationship
can be accurately described by a few key impact variables. For
example, we assume that the transient crater volume V can be
described by
V = f (a, ρi , vi , g, ρt , Y ),

(1)
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where a, ρi , and vi are the impactor’s radius, density, and velocity, respectively; g is the gravity field magnitude at the impact
site; and ρt and Y are the target material’s density and strength,
respectively. This gives us seven total parameters (including the
desired volume), which are described using three units of measure (mass, length, and time). According to the π theorem of
dimensional analysis, we can reduce the number of parameters
in this function down to 7 − 3 = 4 dimensionless parameters.
In impact cratering, the most commonly used set of four dimensionless parameters are
πV =

ρt V
,
mi

(2)

where πV is called the cratering efficiency and mi is the mass
of the impactor, given by mi = (4/3)πρi a 3 ;
 
 1
g mi 3
ga
= 3.22 2 ,
π2 = 2
v i ρi
vi

(3)

where π2 is called the gravity-scaled size, and is a measure of
the importance of gravity in the cratering event. The factor of
(4π/3)1/3 = 3.22 is often neglected, or written as 1.61 if the
impactor is placed in terms of its diameter d rather than its radius a;
π3 =

Y
,
ρt vi2

(4)

where π3 is called the non-dimensional strength, and is a measure of the importance of target strength in the cratering event.
Many early works use the projectile density ρi in place of target density ρt in the denominator, so one must carefully note
which form is being used in each study. And lastly
ρt
π4 = ,
(5)
ρi
where π4 is the density ratio between target and impactor, and is
often assumed to be ≈1 in many applications (and is therefore
negligible).
Using these four dimensionless variables and invoking latestage equivalence (the existence of a physically meaningful
coupling parameter), we could describe our desired crater volume function as a power-law relationship, having the form:
−β

−γ

πV = KV π2−α π3 π4 ,

(6)

where KV , α, β, and γ are undetermined constants. However,
a more useful form of this equation is obtained by placing all
of the impactor related variables into a single, explicit coupling
parameter, defined in Holsapple and Schmidt (1987) as C =
μ
avi ρiν . This gives the following (Holsapple, 1993):
 μ

V = f avi ρiν , g, ρt , Y ,
(7)
for our desired volume function. Performing dimensional
analysis using this form eventually leads to a new formulation
of Eq. (6), given in Holsapple (1993) as


6ν−2−μ
3μ

πV = K1 π2 π4


6ν−2  2+μ
2
+ K2 π3 π4 3μ

3μ
− 2+μ

.

(8)
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In practice, ν can generally be taken as equal to 1/3 at all
times, while μ is variable between 1/3  μ  2/3, depending
upon whether the cratering event is primarily governed by the
impactor’s kinetic energy (μ = 2/3) or momentum (μ = 1/3)
(Holsapple and Schmidt, 1987). If we further assume that K2
is close enough to unity to permit the quantity K2 Y to equal an
“effective” material strength Ȳ , then we can simplify Eq. (8) to
give (Holsapple, 1993):

 3μ
2+μ − 2+μ
−1
πV = K1 π2 π4 3 + π¯3 2
,

(9)

where π2 = (ga/vi2 ) and π¯3 = (Ȳ /ρt vi2 ).
Bringing everything together, we solve for our originally desired function for the transient crater volume:

V = K1

mi
ρt

 

ga
vi2



− 1

ρt
ρi

3



Ȳ
+
ρt vi2

 2+μ
2

3μ
− 2+μ

,

(10)

where K1 , μ, and Ȳ are experimentally derived properties of the
target material. The transient crater volume V can be related to
the more easily measured transient crater diameter D or radius
R by
1
1
(11)
πD 3 = πR 3 ,
24
3
where we assume that the transient crater depth H is roughly
1/3 its diameter D: in experiments this is somewhat variable,
between 1/4 and 1/3 (Schmidt and Housen, 1987; Melosh,
1989).
If the force of gravity g is much greater than the effective
yield strength of the target material Ȳ ; that is, if it takes much
more energy to loft the material out of the crater bowl than it
takes to effectively break the material apart, then Eq. (10) can
be simplified to
V=


Vg = K1

mi
ρt



ga
vi2

−

3μ
2+μ



ρt
ρi



μ
2+μ

,

(12)

a condition called gravity-dominated cratering. If the force of
gravity g is much smaller than the effective yield strength of
the target material Ȳ ; that is, if it takes much less energy to loft
the material out of the crater bowl than it takes to effectively
break the material apart, then Eq. (10) can be simplified to

Vs = K1

mi
ρt



Ȳ
ρt vi2

− 3μ
2

,

(13)

a condition called strength-dominated cratering. These two
cratering “regimes” are frequently treated as separate endmembers in the development of crater scaling relationships,
again neglecting the effects of viscosity (Holsapple and
Schmidt, 1982).
Utilizing Eqs. (10) and (11), Fig. 3 presents estimates of the
transient crater diameter D produced by a Deep Impact-like
event in a variety of Earth-based target materials resting in a
variable Tempel 1 gravity field, plotted as a function of comet
bulk density ρt = 100–1500 kg m−3 for a spherical comet of
radius 3.0 km. The basic properties of these generic target mate-

Fig. 3. Several estimates of the transient crater diameter D produced by a Deep
Impact-like event in a variety of Earth-based target materials resting in a Tempel 1 gravity field (varied as a function of comet bulk density ρt ). The solid
curves were produced using Eq. (10) and the material constants listed in Table 1,
while the dashed curves were produced using Eq. (12) and material constants
for quartz and Ottawa sand contained in Melosh (1989). The upper set of curves,
labeled “Gravity,” include zero material strength, and thus represent upper limits to the size of craters possible in these materials. The lower set of curves,
labeled “Strength,” include nominal values for the strength of these materials
(Table 1), and thus represent lower limits to the size of craters possible in these
materials.

Table 1
Common target properties: Holsapple (1993)
Material

K1

μ

Ȳ (MPa)

ρt (kg m−3 )

Water
Sand
Dry soil
Wet soil
Soft rock
Hard rock

2.30
0.24
0.24
0.20
0.20
0.20

0.55
0.41
0.41
0.55
0.55
0.55

0.0
0.0
0.18
1.14
7.6
18.0

1000
1750
1500
2000
2250
2500

rials are listed in Table 1, and are taken directly from Holsapple
(1993). In general, when all material strengths are set to zero,
the comet’s low gravity dominates the halt of the excavation
flow and craters of order 100–200 m diameter result. When
material strengths are set to their Table 1 values, strength dominates the halt of excavation flow and craters of order 10–20 m
diameter result. Smaller values of material strength (less than
those listed in Table 1) will fill in the area bounded by these
two sets of curves, to give us a spectrum of possible crater diameter outcomes.
Another useful scaling relationship is the crater formation
time T ; that is, how much time passes between the beginning of
the coupling phase to the end of the excavation stage. Schmidt
and Housen (1987) give the following expression for gravitydominated cratering:
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Tg = KT gl

a
vi



ρt
ρi

−

1
3(2+μ)



ga
vi2
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− 1+μ
2+μ

,

(14)

along with a more convenient “short-form” solution:
Tg = KT g

V 1/3
.
g

(15)

A proportionality constant value of KT gl = 1.6 is given by
Melosh (1989), derived from the data presented in Schmidt and
Housen (1987), while in Fig. 9 of Schmidt and Housen (1987),
an experimentally determined value of KT g = 0.8 is provided.
Due to the “self-similarity” of all gravity-scaled craters, these
constants are applicable to the full spectrum of impact environments and target materials (from sand to hard rock), and we
shall make use of constant KT g in Section 2.
With regard to strength-dominated cratering, Schmidt and
Housen (1987) give the following long-form equation for the
crater formation time:
  − 1 
− 1+μ
3
2
a
ρt
Ȳ
Ts = KT sl
(16)
.
vi
ρi
ρt vi2
while in Housen et al. (1983) we find the equivalent “shortform” version:
ρt
.
(17)
Ȳ
However, no values for the strength-dominated proportionality
constants KT sl or KT s have been published in the literature,
and even if they were, due to the non-similarity of strengthdominated craters, such constants would be limited to very
similar experiments only.
Utilizing Eqs. (14) and (15), Fig. 4 presents estimates of the
gravity-dominated formation times Tg for the crater produced
by a Deep Impact-like event in a variety of Earth-based target
materials resting in a variable Tempel 1 gravity field, plotted
as a function of comet bulk density. The dotted line across the
top of the graph represents the time limit on the approach phase
of flyby-spacecraft images, and demonstrates that for all but
the very largest craters, produced in the weakest comet gravity
fields, the full crater formation time should have been observed
by the flyby-spacecraft through the obscuring dust. As with the
upper curves shown in Fig. 3, these curves represent an upper
limit to the crater formation time, when the material strength Ȳ
is essentially zero, such that a formation time on the order of
a few hundred seconds results. Adding strength to the material
can reduce this crater formation time significantly. For example,
if we assume constant values of unity (1.0) for KT sl and KT s
in Eqs. (16) and (17), respectively, we get strength-dominated
crater formation times of <1 s for all of the materials shown in
the lower curves of Fig. 3.
The key question presented by both Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 is:
to what degree did gravity or strength dominate the growth of
the crater produced by Deep Impact? One method for gauging the relative contribution of each of these factors is to plot
the cratering efficiency πV (Eq. (9)) vs the gravity-scaled size
π2 (Eq. (3)) over a range of expected gravity field magnitudes g and potential material strengths Ȳ . This type of plot
1

Ts = KT s V 3

Fig. 4. Several estimates of the transient crater formation time T produced by
a Deep Impact-like event in a variety of Earth-based target materials resting
in a Tempel 1 gravity field (varied as a function of comet bulk density ρt ).
The dashed curves use the long-form, gravity-dominated solution, Eq. (14),
while the solid curves use the short-form, gravity-dominated solution, Eq. (15),
one pair of curves for each material. These curves do not include any of the
strengths given in Table 1, and thus represent upper limits to the crater formation time in these target materials. Strength-dominated crater formation times
for these materials, produced using the strengths listed in Table 1 and assumed
proportionality constants of 1.0 for Eqs. (16) and (17), are <1 s in duration, and
would therefore be low off the scale of this plot.

is shown in Fig. 5, where each curve represents a different material strength Ȳ , and both πV and π2 are plotted as functions of
the comet bulk density ρt = 10–10,000 kg m−3 for a spherical
comet of radius 3.0 km. Wherever πV varies as a direct powerlaw function of π2 (a diagonal line in log–log space), then
gravity-dominated cratering is indicated. Wherever the cratering efficiency πV is constant as a function of π2 (a horizontal
line in log–log space), then strength-dominated cratering is indicated. Curving lines indicate the transition from one form of
dominance to the other. As Fig. 5 demonstrates, it should take
very little strength, on the order of Ȳ = 10–100 Pa, to cause the
crater created by the Deep Impact mission to transition from
one dominated by gravity to one dominated by target strength.
This transition strength Yt can also be estimated by setting
the gravity and strength terms in Eq. (10) equal to each other,
as suggested in Holsapple (1993). This gives

Yt = ρt vi2

ga
vi2



ρi
ρt

1
3

2
2+μ

.

(18)

In similar fashion to Fig. 5, Eq. (18) indicates a transition
strength of Yt = 5–50 Pa for the range of cometary gravities and
material constants we are considering. Obviously, a strengthdominated event is likely, and must be carefully dealt with in
any model and analysis of this cratering event.
To add another complication, the entire concept of what is
meant by “strength” in impact cratering is presently somewhat
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2. Model theoretical development
The primary focus of this study is, in effect, to solve a ballistics problem: where in this case we are not able to actually see
the individual projectiles (ejecta particles) in flight, but can instead only monitor the collective behavior of the ejecta particles
as they form a hollow, expanding, cone-shaped cloud. Nonetheless, as with all ballistics problems, the primary variables fall
into two major categories: (1) the particle launch conditions,
given by starting position, time, velocity, and launch angle; and
(2) the forces on the particle in flight, dominated by the gravity field of the comet, but also including smaller forces, such
as solar radiation pressure. It is therefore convenient to break
the description of the model into two sections, one describing
the theoretical development of the model (this section), which
goes into establishing the launch conditions of the impact ejecta
particles; and one describing the computational development of
the model (Section 3), which determines the forces on individual particles once launched, and traces their flight over time to
either landing or escape.
Fig. 5. A plot of cratering efficiency πV (Eq. (2)) verses gravity-scaled size
π2 (Eq. (3)) for a Deep Impact-like event, where both πV and π2 are plotted as functions of comet Tempel 1’s bulk density ρt , ranging from 10 to
10,000 kg m−3 . Dry soil is used for the basic material parameters, and each
curve represents a different value of the effective material strength Ȳ . The
upper, bold curve shows the result of Ȳ = 0 Pa and gravity-dominated cratering. Increasing this strength incrementally (the remaining curves) reveals
a transition zone from gravity to strength domination between about 10 and
100 Pa (curved lines), with strength dominating the cratering event completely
at strengths above these values (such as the Ȳ = 1000 Pa line).

fuzzy. Modern theories of dynamic fracture indicate that the actual failure strength of a material should be strongly rate dependent (Grady and Kipp, 1987), a factor not included in the derivation of the crater scaling relationships. Additionally, CHD modeling indicates that the strength of the material surrounding an
impact is often strongly degraded by shock-wave passage long
before the excavation flow clears this material out of the crater
interior, such that the excavation stage is governed more by a
target’s “post-shock” strength than its initial strength (Croft,
1981; Asphaug and Melosh, 1993; Nolan et al., 1996). Furthermore, impact energy expended in the compaction of porous
target material will also manifest itself as a form of “strength,”
since our current scaling relationships include only a generic
stress variable Y , equivalent to an energy expended per unit
volume during crater formation, which does not specify how
that energy was actually used (Housen and Holsapple, 2003;
Holsapple and Housen, 2007). We must therefore be careful to
refer to any determined strength for the surface of Tempel 1 as
an “effective” strength Ȳ , and note that the value obtained will
be more of a nebulous yield strength (or energy density) than a
specific laboratory-referenced material strength—tensile, compressive, shear, or otherwise. With this qualification in mind, in
the next section we continue to make use of derived cratering
event scaling relationships to develop a model of cratering excavation flow, which will include the effects of target material
strength.

2.1. The Maxwell Z-model of excavation flow
As mentioned in Section 1.1, the excavation flow-field established by the passage of the initial shock-wave and its surface reflection (rarefaction-wave), has very fluid-like (hydrodynamic) properties. These properties were first modeled and
explored in detail for explosion craters by Maxwell and Seifert
(1974) and then extended to impact craters by Maxwell (1977),
in what became known as the Maxwell Z-model of crater excavation. While our work is not a direct application of the
Maxwell Z-model, there are many features of excavation flow
first recognized in that model which we will take advantage of
in this work.
As stated in Maxwell (1977), there are two key, experimentally observed features of the cratering excavation flow:
• The transit of the ground shock through the incipient cratering region initiates a cratering flow-field that persists long
after the impulsive stresses have decayed.
• The associated cratering process can be approximated as
incompressible flow along stationary streamlines.
Fig. 6 shows a graphical representation of the early stages
of crater excavation flow using the Maxwell Z-model, and depicts 18 tracer particles strung like beads along seven different
flow streamlines (the arrowed lines) to illustrate the key features. These are:
• All particles at a given radial distance r from the impact
site will begin motion at the same speed. This is represented
by the three contour lines (isotachs) connecting particles 1
and 4, then 2 and 5, and finally 3 and 6, respectively, in
time-step (a).
• For a normal-incidence (vertical) impact into a horizontally flat target, all streamlines will be axially symmetric
about the impact-point’s surface normal vector, producing
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Fig. 6. Graphical representation of the Maxwell Z-model of excavation flow, adapted from a similar figure in Maxwell (1977). Depicted is the motion of 18 tracer
particles (six are numbered) over a short time period from the time of impact, as they move along seven hydrodynamic streamlines (the arrowed lines). All tracer
particles begin motion immediately after impact and flow-field establishment, and fall on three velocity contours: the three lines of constant radius shown in part (a).
These streamlines are axially symmetric, producing “streamtubes” in three dimensions, such that the tracer particles will decelerate as they progress along their
respective streamlines, which maintains the continuity of mass in a 3-D streamtube of increasing area. All particles in a given streamline, emerging from the ground
surface at some distance r from the impact site, will have the same ejection velocity (that of particles 1, 2, and 3).

“streamtubes” in three dimensions. As such, to maintain incompressible flow and satisfy the continuity equation (conservation of mass), flow velocity along each streamtube
must necessarily decrease with increasing distance from the
impact site, as the streamtube surface area increases.
• All particles in a given streamline will emerge from the
surface at the same, final, ejection velocity. That is, all particles passing through the original ground surface at some
radial distance r from the impact site will have the same
emergence velocity ve (speed and ejection angle). Thus, although particles 2 and 4 begin motion at different speeds,
they will both be ejected at the same speed (that of particle 2). The same thing holds true for particles 3 and 5,
which also emerge at the same speed (that of particle 3).
• Although the flow in each streamline is steady-state and incompressible, it is not inviscid: frictional forces between
the particles, and in particular, between particles in adjacent streamlines, contribute to slowing the particles as they
move radially outward and curve upward.
• Once the particles in each streamline have moved above
the original, ground surface level, they are considered to
be ballistically launched and all frictional forces between
particles are assumed to become negligible.

ing edge of that streamline will evolve from forming part of the
cavity wall, to marking the cavity rim (upon emergence), and finally to forming part of the ballistically launched ejecta plume.
Also note that particles on the leading edge of each streamline
become ballistic ejecta immediately upon flow-field establishment.
With time and the development of computational hydrodynamic (CHD) codes, the Maxwell Z-model lost much of its
utility because at its best, it represents only a good first-order
description of cratering excavation flow and lacks many of the
finer variations present in even a simple cratering event (Croft,
1980; Austin et al., 1980). Nonetheless, many of the experimentally observed features contained in the Maxwell Z-model
continue to be valid, and we shall refer to this section frequently
in the development of our own, scaling-relation based model. In
contrast to the Z-model, our model will deal only with particle
behavior at the point of launch (that is, as the particles leave
the level of the original ground surface), and thereafter. Excavation flow-field behavior prior to this point (below the ground
surface) is left to the CHD modelers, who have a much more
capable tool for handling those details.

Each streamline in Fig. 6 has both a “leading edge,” indicated by particles 1, 2, and 3, and a “trailing edge” indicated by
the wall of the expanding crater cavity. As each streamline approaches and then breaks the surface completely, shown by the
streamline containing particle 1 in time-step (b) and then by the
streamline containing particles 2 and 4 in time-step (c), the trail-

Our first task is to determine the correct particle ejection
(launch) velocities for a given impact event. To accomplish this
we utilize eight of the equations given in Table 1 of Housen et
al. (1983), which were developed using the dimensional analysis techniques described in Section 1.3 to scale and model the
behavior of impact ejecta. These scaling relationships, how-
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ever, lack numerical values for their proportionality constants,
and we must therefore find a way to fix each constant’s value
in terms of some experimentally determined constants. For
this exercise, we will continue to use the material constant μ
from Section 1.3, and include the constant KT g from Eq. (15)
(Schmidt and Housen, 1987).
To describe the launch position, time, and velocity of both
leading and trailing edge ejecta in the gravity-dominated cratering regime, we will use four of the relationships from Table 1 of
Housen et al. (1983), beginning with the equation for the crater
formation time Tg :
Tg = CT g

Rg
,
g

(19)

ejecta which is, at that moment, just leaving the rim to join the
ejecta plume (Section 2.1). Thus, by taking the first derivative
of Eq. (21) we obtain:

veh (t) = Cpg




μ
gRg t
μ+1

g
Rg

−

1
μ+1

(23)

.

The total ejection velocity can be obtained if we know the
particle ejection angle ψ (measured from the horizontal) by
using ve = veh sec ψ. For this constant derivation exercise, we
adopt a mean ejection angle of ψ̄ ≈ 45◦ , an assumption which
dates back to the original Z-model (Maxwell and Seifert, 1974).
Actual ejection angles vary with distance r (Section 2.4), but
this assumption holds reasonably well for the materials that we
are considering here. This gives

where Rg is the gravity-dominated transient crater radius determined from Eqs. (10) and (11). We can immediately recognize
the similarity of Eq. (19) to Eq. (15) and determine that

− μ √
ve (t) = CT gμ+1 2

 1
π 6
CT g = KT g
,
3

which has the same form as that given in Housen et al. (1983)
for the ejection velocity as a function of time:

(20)

for a crater in which the transient crater has a depth to diameter
ratio of 1/3. In effect, CT g ≈ KT g within experimental accuracy.
Now we take advantage of the relationship of Eq. (19) to the
given equation for plume position r as a function of time t in
Housen et al. (1983):

 μ
g μ+1
,
r(t) = Cpg Rg t
(21)
Rg
where t is the time after impact, and we have replaced the given
exponent α with its equivalent form of α = 3μ/(2 + μ) from
Holsapple and Schmidt (1987). There are two important things
to note about Eq. (21). First, we define the “plume position”
referred to in Table 1 of Housen et al. (1983) as the base of
the trailing edge of the ejecta plume, which progresses in near
power-law fashion from the impact site toward the transient
crater rim. Second, as discussed in Section 2.1, the base of the
trailing edge of the ejecta plume also marks the cavity rim position, such that the bowl of the growing crater and the trailing
edge of the ejecta plume form a continuous, moving surface
during crater growth (Fig. 6).
We can solve for the constant Cpg by assuming that the crater
exhibits power-law growth all the way out to the transient crater
rim at Rg . This is not entirely the case, due to the forces of
strength and/or gravity slowing the growth near the transient
crater rim (Holsapple and Schmidt, 1987; Schmidt and Housen,
1987), but this approximation works reasonably well, especially
since the cavity rim approaches this point asymptotically. Accepting this assumption, we set t = Tg and r = Rg in Eq. (21)
to obtain the following expression for the constant Cpg :
−

μ

Cpg = CT gμ+1 .

(22)

The cavity rim position expression, Eq. (21), is also useful
in that the speed at which the crater rim advances must necessarily be equal to the horizontal velocity component veh of the



ve (t) = Cvtg






μ
gRg t
μ+1


gRg t

g
Rg

−

g
Rg

−

1
μ+1

,

(24)

1
μ+1

,

and by comparison we find that

μ √ 
− μ+1
μ
Cvtg = CT g
2
.
μ+1

(25)

(26)

At this point we have obtained an expression for the particle ejection velocity as a function of time t for the trailing edge
of the ejecta plume (at the advancing cavity rim). However, the
ejecta on the leading edge of the ejecta plume are launched immediately (effectively at time t = 0), so we must next obtain an
expression for the particle ejection velocity ve as a function of
position r. To do this, we first rearrange the cavity rim position
Eq. (21) to solve for the time t :
t (r) = CT g

  μ+1
μ
Rg r
.
g Rg

(27)

Note that if we let r go to Rg in Eq. (27), we recover our
previous expression for the gravity-dominated crater formation
time Tg (Eq. (19)). Equation (27) serves two important purposes
in our model: first, it gives us the ejection time t as a function
of rim position r for particles on the trailing edge of the ejecta
plume; second, it serves as a good approximation for the crater
formation time Ts in strength-dominated cratering events, by
letting r = Rs and solving for the time t .
If we substitute the ejection time expression, Eq. (27), into
the ejection velocity expression, Eq. (25), we obtain an expression for the ejection velocity ve as a function of position r:
√ 

 − 1
μ

2
μ
r
ve (r) =
gRg
.
CT g μ + 1
Rg

(28)

Equation (28) has the same form at that given in Housen et al.
(1983) for the gravity-dominated ejection velocity as a function
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of position:




ve (r) = Cvpg gRg

r
Rg

− 1

μ

(29)

,

and by comparison, we obtain an expression for the proportionality constant:
√ 

2
μ
.
Cvpg =
(30)
CT g μ + 1
Thus, we can now describe the launch position, time, and
velocity of both leading and trailing edge ejecta in the gravitydominated cratering regime. We can perform this same exercise for the four equations describing impact ejecta behavior
in the strength-dominated cratering regime, given in Table 1 of
Housen et al. (1983), to obtain:
Crater formation time (strength regime):
ρt
,
(31)
Ȳ
where Rs is the strength-dominated transient crater radius, determined using Eqs. (10) and (11), and
 1
π 3
.
CT s = KT s
(32)
3
T s = C T s Rs

Ejecta plume trailing edge, or cavity rim position (strength
regime):

r(t) = Cps Rs

t
Rs

Ȳ
ρt



μ
μ+1

(33)

,

where
−

μ

Cps = CT sμ+1 .

(34)

Ejecta velocity as a function of time for the plume trailing
edge (strength regime):
ve (t) = Cvts

Ȳ
ρt



where

t
Rs



− μ √
Cvts = CT sμ+1 2

Ȳ
ρt

−

1
μ+1

,


μ
.
μ+1

(35)

Ȳ
ρt



r
Rs

− 1

μ

,

(37)

where

√ 

2
μ
Cvps =
.
CT s μ + 1

equations for the gravity regime. Due to the self-similarity of
all gravity-dominated craters, the proportionality constant CT g
is invariant across both similar and non-similar impacts, and has
an experimentally determined value of 0.8–0.9 (Schmidt and
Housen, 1987; Holsapple and Housen, 2007). Unfortunately,
strength-dominated craters do not share this property and the
value of CT s is only invariant across similar impacts. However,
because Eqs. (29) and (37) are equivalent far from the crater
rim, where both gravity and strength effects are small compared
to the excavation flow inertia, we can estimate the value of Cvps
for each impact environment, given a value of Cvpg :


(36)

Ejection velocity as a function of emergence position
(strength regime):
ve (r) = Cvps

Fig. 7. Ejecta emergence velocity ve (Eq. (29)) plotted as a function of radial
distance r from the Deep Impact-like impact of a 1 m diameter, 700 kg m−3
density sphere striking a variety of Earth-based target materials resting in a
low gravity field of 0.42 mm s−2 (corresponding to a Tempel 1 bulk density of
ρt = 500 kg m−3 ). The steeper sloped lines correspond to the lower value of
μ = 0.41 for sand and dry soil, as compared to the shallower sloped lines corresponding to μ = 0.55 for the other materials. Small vertical displacements
between materials having the same μ value are due to material K1 and target
density ρt variations (Table 1). With only frictional losses included, no mechanism for stopping crater growth is present (gravity or strength), such that these
curves are not bounded moving to the right and down.

(38)

There is, however, an important distinction between these
four equations for the strength regime and the previous four

Cvps = Cvpg

ρt gRg
Ȳ + Yt

1
2



Rg
Rs

1

μ

,

(39)

where the addition of Yt (Eq. (18)) to the denominator maintains equation stability below the transition from strength- to
gravity-dominated cratering (low values of Ȳ ). This expression
also permits us to estimate the value of CT s , using Eq. (38).
At this point, we now have two equivalent ejecta velocity ve
equations as a function of distance r from the impact site, as
shown for a number of Earth-based target materials in Fig. 7.
These functions, however, contain no mechanism for stopping
the crater’s growth, and will run out to infinitely large crater
radii to produce infinitely small ejection velocities. The problem lies in that although these equations do implicitly contain
the effect of frictional forces within the streamlines, by solving
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for the streamline emergence velocity ve , they do not contain
the effects of gravity and material strength, which are what
ultimately halts the growth of the crater. This issue will be addressed in the next section.
2.3. The end of crater excavation
To bring in the effects of gravity g and strength Ȳ and halt
the crater’s growth, we take advantage of a basic concept described in the Maxwell Z-model (Section 2.1); namely, that the
ejecta flow emerging from the surface at some radius r from
the impact site represents a hydrodynamic streamline, which is
steady state and incompressible. If we also assume that frictional forces beyond those implicit in Eqs. (29) and (37) are
small compared to the forces of inertia, gravity, and strength
(that is, inviscid flow), we can use Bernoulli’s principle at the
point of ejecta emergence to form an energy balance equation:
1
1
ρt v 2 = ρt v 2 − Kg ρt gr − Ks Ȳ ,
(40)
2 ef 2 e
where ve is the emergence velocity (after losses due to friction), and vef is the effective ejection velocity that we desire
(after losses due to gravity and strength). Beginning on the left,
the first two terms describe the kinetic energy (or stagnation
pressure) of the excavation flow in a single streamline, assuming that upon emergence, the hydrostatic pressure in the flow is
zero. The third term describes the mean amount of gravitation
potential energy needed to loft each unit volume in the flow (a
function of surface radius r), and the fourth term describes the
amount of energy needed to fracture or “break loose” each unit
volume in the flow (a function of effective target strength Ȳ ).
We do, however, have two new constants to solve for: Kg
and Ks .
By substituting Eq.( 29) for ve in Eq. (40), we can solve for
the value of Kg by setting the target strength Ȳ to zero (assume
gravity-dominated cratering) and then let the crater radius r go
to Rg as the effective velocity vef goes to zero (halting crater
2 /2. In similar fashion, we can
growth). This gives us Kg = Cvpg
substitute Eq. (37) for ve in Eq. (40), and solve for the value
of Ks by setting the target gravity g to zero (assume strengthdominated cratering) and then let the crater radius r go to Rs as
2 /2.
the effective velocity vef goes to zero. This gives Ks = Cvps
Plugging these values into Eq. (40) yields:
1

2
2
2
2 Ȳ
vef (r) = ve − Cvpg gr − Cvps
(41)
.
ρt
In examining Eqs. (40) and (41), we can ask: do our values
for Kg and Ks make physical sense? The value of Kg r represents a mean streamline excavation depth, and ranges from
r/9.0 (at μ = 0.40) to r/5.8 (at μ = 0.55) for a CT g value of
0.85. This implies maximum streamline excavation depths of
r/4.5 to r/2.9, which is certainly reasonable: usual values range
from r/5 to r/4 (Melosh, 1989). The value of Ks Ȳ represents
a post-shock “yield” strength for the target material and, due to
the variant nature of CT s , can range from Ȳ /3 to Ȳ /15, with
values from Ȳ /5 to Ȳ /10 being typical. These values are less
than the Tresca maximum shear stress criteria of Y/2 (Turcotte

and Schubert, 2002), assuming that the primary stress during
excavation flow is shear stress between adjacent streamlines,
but could be reasonable for such “pre-damaged” target material.
Both of these constants (Kg and Ks ) are deliberately consistent
with the previous crater-size scaling relationships (Section 1.3),
such that as the computed transient crater rim distance R is approached, determined by Eqs. (10) and (11), ejecta velocities
are properly slowed to zero.
Another way to check our velocity braking function is
to look for “overturn-flap” behavior near the rim of gravitydominated events (Croft, 1980; Melosh, 1989). That is, near the
rim of simple, gravity-dominated craters, the last material to be
ejected and then redeposited moves in such a way as to maintain
its radial and vertical integrity, and thus produces a hinge-like
overturn-flap of material visible at the final crater rim. This can
be described functionally by a simple ballistics equation:
1

2g(Rg − r) 2
vo =
(42)
,
sin(2ψ)
where vo is the velocity necessary to land a particle at the same
distance beyond the transient crater rim as it began inside of the
transient crater rim, in an environment with a flat surface and
uniform gravity field. Our effective ejection velocity vef function (Eq. (41)) shows good agreement with this overturn-flap
function vo (Eq. (42)) over the final 10–20% of crater growth in
gravity-dominated events, consistent with the geological observations. Conversely, by insisting upon good agreement with the
overturn-flap function (Eq. (42)) over the final stages of transient crater growth, we can constrain the value of constant KT g
to a range of 0.75–0.95, in good agreement with this constant’s experimentally determined values of 0.8–0.9 (Schmidt and
Housen, 1987; Holsapple and Housen, 2007).
Fig. 9 shows a set of fits comparing our ejecta velocity
model to a series of laboratory experiments described in Cintala
et al. (1999), displaying good agreement over the range of
data points collected. Moving from the laboratory scale to
our desired scale, Fig. 8 shows this ejecta velocity model applied to the Deep Impact event, where here we also introduce our selected simulant material for the surface of Comet
Tempel 1: using material constants consistent with those of
dry soil and sand, μ = 0.4 and K1 = 0.2 (Holsapple, 1993;
Holsapple and Housen, 2007), but having a low comet-like density of ρt = 100–1500 kg m−3 (Section 4.2) and an expected
strength of order Ȳ = 0–100 kPa (Section 4.3). That is, we have
selected the material constants consistent with a fine, granular
material having a medium porosity and weak strength, where
we are limited by those material constants which have been
determined experimentally. However, we can also follow the
trend evident in Table 1, and observe that as a material’s porosity increases, its μ value approaches the theoretical limit of
1/3 (initially described in Holsapple and Schmidt, 1987), while
its cratering efficiency proportionality constant K1 value decreases (recently shown by the CHD modeling described in
Wünnemann et al., 2006). Therefore, we will explore μ values
of 0.35–0.40 and K1 values of 0.1–0.2, extending the known
values of these constants toward their possible lower limits, but
keeping in mind that this is relatively unknown experimental
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Fig. 8. Modeled ejecta velocities as a function of radial distance r from the Deep Impact-like impact of a 1 m diameter, 700 kg m−3 density sphere striking a
comet-simulant target (ρt = 500 kg m−3 ) resting in a low gravity field of 0.42 mm s−2 : shown in both linear (left) and log (right) format. Legend: thin solid
line = emergence velocity curve ve (Eq. (29)); thin dotted line = overturn-flap function vo (Eq. (42)), hinged at the computed gravity-dominated crater radius Rg ;
thick solid line = zero-strength (gravity-dominated) effective velocity curve vef (Eq. (41)); thick dot–dash lines = effective velocity curve vef (Eq. (41)) at strengths
of (0 dot) 0.5 kPa, (1 dot) 5 kPa, (2 dots) 50 kPa, and (3 dots) 500 kPa; thin dashed lines = computed strength-dominated crater radii Rs for these same strength
values.

territory. Table 2 lists the input parameters that we have developed for the model so far.
2.4. Impact ejecta launch angles
To determine a useful expression for the particle ejection
angle ψ (measured from the horizontal target surface) as a
function of distance r we will need to rely heavily upon past
experimental results and fits to their data. There are currently
no scaling relations known for this aspect of impact cratering,
and in fact, Housen et al. (1983) simply assume an unspecified,
constant ejection angle. Much of the literature on this topic is in
regard to excavation flow studies using the Maxwell Z-model,
where the particle ejection angle is related to the parameter Z
by (Maxwell and Seifert, 1974; Maxwell, 1977):
ψ = tan−1 (Z − 2),

(43)

such that for Z = 3, ψ = 45◦ . Most instances in the literature place Z at between 2.5 and 4 near the surface, for ejection
angles of between 27◦ and 63◦ . Here is a summary of the highlights:
• Thomsen et al. (1980b) found that for an impact which
penetrates below the surface, ejection angles should decrease as a function of r in hyperbolic fashion; rapidly at
first, and then leveling off. They obtained Z values of 3–4
(ψ = 45◦ –63◦ ) near the surface for their experiment.
• Thomsen et al. (1980a) determined a best-fit surface Z =
2.7 (ψ = 35◦ ) from one experiment.

• Croft (1980) determined a best-fit surface Z = 2.5–2.9
(ψ = 35◦ –39◦ ) from crater and ejecta-blanket models of
the Meteor Crater and Prairie Flat events.
• Austin et al. (1981) found, in Lagrangian calculations of
excavation flow, that Z-values near the surface fall into the
range of Z = 2.5–3.0 (ψ = 35◦ –45◦ ) by simulating small
laboratory experiments.
• Cintala et al. (1999) used strobed laser-light images to directly measure the flight of large, coarse sand particles in
normal-incidence laboratory impacts, to find that ejection
angles generally decrease over crater growth: beginning at
about 45◦ –55◦ at 0.2 Rg and dropping to about 35◦ –45◦ at
0.6 Rg (Figs. 9 and 11).
• Anderson et al. (2003) used a laser imaging system to directly measure the flight of fine sand particles in normaland oblique-incidence laboratory impacts, to find that
normal-incidence ejection angles generally decrease over
crater growth: beginning at about 52◦ at 0.2 Rg and dropping to about 44◦ at 0.5 Rg .
There seems to be widespread agreement in the literature
that particle ejection angles decrease over the course of crater
growth, but the form of that decrease is not so clear. Early modelers, such as Thomsen et al. (1980b) assumed that Z near the
surface is constant, but that the initial depth-of-burial of the impactor would create initially high ejection angles, which then
rapidly decrease with increasing r to stabilize at some constant
value. More recent laboratory experiments, such as those described in Cintala et al. (1999) and Anderson et al. (2003), show
a roughly linear decrease in ejection angles over the first half of
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Fig. 9. Top row: a comparison of our ejecta velocity model (Eq. (41)) with three of the seven shots described in Cintala et al. (1999), showing good agreement
with each. Legend: thin solid line = emergence velocity curve ve (Eq. (29)); thin dotted line = overturn-flap function vo (Eq. (42)), hinged at the computed
gravity-dominated crater radius Rg ; thick solid line = zero-strength (gravity-dominated) effective velocity curve vef (Eq. (41)); thin dashed line = computed
gravity-dominated crater radius Rg . Bottom row: linear, least-squares fits to the ejection angle data from three of the seven shots described in Cintala et al. (1999),
demonstrating that a linearly decreasing ejection angle as a function of radius r is a reasonable assumption for each shot.
Table 2
Model input parameters
Name

Symbol

Nominal value

Value range

Impactor radius
Impactor density
Impactor mass
Impactor speed
Impact angle
Scaling constant
Scaling constant
Scaling constant

a
ρi
mi
vi
φ
μ
K1
KT g

0.5 m
700 kg m−3
366 kg
10.2 km s−1
34◦
0.4
0.2
0.85

–
–
–
–
29◦ –39◦
0.35–0.4
0.1–0.2
0.75–0.95

cavity growth, but these appear to level off or even turn upward
again as cavity growth continues. However, because these laboratory experiments take place in small target containers, these
experiments may be seeing the effects of shock-wave reflection
from the bottom and sides of those containers. The shock-wave
reflection from the bottom of the container would tend to add
to the vertical component of ejecta velocities, while the shockwave reflection from the side of the container would tend to
subtract from the radial component of ejecta velocities: both
effects tending to increase particle ejection angles. The low-

est speed ejecta, near the end of crater growth, would be the
most susceptible to this effect, such that the leveling-off, and in
particular, the upturn in ejection angles near the end of crater
growth may be an artifact of the laboratory environment.
Very recent CHD modeling, described in Collins and Wünnemann (2007), indicates a continuous, monotonically decreasing ejection angle with cavity growth. Their numerical simulations display a drop of about 5◦ –10◦ between 0.2 and 08 Rg ,
without any leveling-off or upturn, and where the initial ejection
angle is dependent upon the material’s internal friction coefficient. For our first-order ejecta plume model, therefore, we
adopt a simple, linearly decreasing ejection angle ψn for impacts at normal incidence, as a function of distance r from the
impact site:
 
r
ψn (r) = ψo − ψd
(44)
,
Rg
where the values for the starting angle ψo and total drop ψd will
be adjusted during the course of our forward model iterations
(Section 4.1.2). As a starting point, we will use the seven laboratory shots described in Cintala et al. (1999), which in their linear, least-squares fits show starting angles of ψo = 52.4◦ ± 6.1◦
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and total angular drops of ψd = 18.4◦ ± 8.2◦ , using 2σ errors
(Fig. 9).
2.5. The effects of oblique impact
The last ingredient needed prior to handing the model off to
the three-dimensional motion integrator (Section 3) is to add in
the first-order effects of an oblique impact. This is important
to this study because the impactor–spacecraft for Deep Impact
struck the regional surface at an impact angle of φ = 34◦ ± 5◦
(measured from the horizontal). Such an oblique impact will
affect the cratering event in four basic ways: the transient crater
volume and size will be smaller; particle ejections angles will
be lowered on the down-range side of the ejecta plume; particle
ejection velocities will be higher on the down-range side of the
ejecta plume; and the ejecta plume mass-loading will be shifted
toward the down-range side. The first three of these effects can
be reasonably approximated and included in our model.
For some time now, it has been recognized that craters produced by oblique impacts will maintain their circular shape and
paraboloid profiles all the way down to impact angles of φ ≈
10◦ –15◦ (Gault and Wedekind, 1978; Pierazzo and Melosh,
2000). This is because, as described in Sections 1.1 and 2.1, the
established excavation flow-field is a function of two things:
the outwardly propagating shock-wave generated by the impact, which will maintain a hemispherical shape and appear to
originate from a point-source even in oblique impacts; and the
rarefaction-wave, which is a function of shock-wave reflection
from the free surface of the target (regardless of impact angle).
The obliqueness of the impact does, however, play an important role in determining the amount of impactor energy and
momentum which goes into setting up the overall crater excavation. In an extensive series of experiments, Gault and Wedekind
(1978) showed that it is the vertical component of the impactor’s kinetic energy and momentum which governs the crater
size, following a simple sine relationship: a result also supported by more recent work (Chapman and McKinnon, 1986;
Elbeshausen et al., 2007). As such, our applications of the crater
(Section 1.3) and ejecta (Section 2.2) scaling relations will use
vi sin φ to obtain the applicable component of the impactor’s
velocity.
On the other hand, some fraction of the horizontal component of the impactor’s kinetic energy and momentum is transferred to the excavation flow-field, such that it causes an increase in down-range directed, horizontal particulate motion
and manifests itself as an overall increase in velocities and a
lowering of particle ejection angles on the down-range side of
the ejecta plume. With regard to how much ejection angles and
velocities change with impact obliqueness, there are no scaling relationships to draw upon: only direct experimentation and
some three-dimensional CHD models. For this work, we will
make use of the recently published experimental data on ejection angles and velocities contained in Anderson et al. (2003),
Anderson et al. (2004), and Schultz et al. (2005) to produce
an empirical rule for use in our model. This function uses an
altitude-azimuth coordinate system, where r is the particle distance from the impact site, θ is the particle azimuth as mea-
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sured from the direction of the incoming projectile, and φ is
the impact angle of the projectile (normal incidence occurs at
φ = 90◦ ):



1 − cos θ
r 2
◦
ψf (r, θ ) = ψn − 30 (cos φ)
1−
. (45)
2
Rg
The change in the overall ejection velocity for a particle
is determined directly from this change to its ejection angle
(Eq. (45)), assuming that all of this ejection angle change is the
result of an addition made to the horizontal velocity component
of the particle. The final ejection velocity vf at oblique-impact
incidence, as a function of the final ejection angle ψf , is thus
given by:


vef sin ψn
vf (r, θ ) = (vef sin ψn )2 +
tan ψf

2

1
2

.

(46)

Fig. 10 shows a plot of Eqs. (45) and (46) for a projectile
coming in at φ = 30◦ , as compared to the experimental data
published in Anderson et al. (2003). While the fit is reasonable, it is certainly not excellent, particularly where velocities
are concerned in the later stages of measured plume expansion.
However, this is at least a first step toward incorporating these
effects into an impact ejecta model, and the fit does verify that
the majority of the change in ejection angles and velocities occurs through a down-range directed addition to the horizontal
velocity component of the ejecta.
One final effect which will not be included in this model
is the down-range shift in ejecta plume mass-loading that is
seen both in experiments and in its effect on the ejecta blankets of existing simple craters (Melosh, 1989; Pierazzo and
Melosh, 2000). Below about φ = 45◦ , the ejecta plume (and resulting ejecta deposit) becomes increasingly asymmetrical and
begins to develop a gap in its up-range side, called a “forbidden zone” or “zone-of-avoidance.” This gap becomes larger
and more prominent at lower impact angles, and at very low
impact angles (φ < 5◦ ), the ejecta plume also develops a downrange gap, which produces a “butterfly” pattern in the resulting
ejecta blanket (Pierazzo and Melosh, 2000). The Deep Impact
event, impacting at φ = 34◦ ± 5◦ above the regional horizon,
almost certainly produced an asymmetrical ejecta distribution,
and hints of an up-range gap can be seen in the ejecta plume images. However, at this stage in the science, we lack the means
to include even a simple, empirically based modification to the
model to incorporate this effect, and this omission should be
kept in mind when comparing the simulation to the actual images.
3. Model computational development
Up to this point, we have described only the theoretical
development of the model, which goes into establishing the
launch conditions of the impact ejecta particles. In this section, we describe the computational development of the model,
which determines the forces on the individual particles once
launched, and traces their flight over time to either landing or
escape.
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Fig. 10. The effects of a φ = 30◦ oblique impact on particle ejection angles (left) and normalized ejection velocities (right), both shown as a functions of azimuth
angle from the impactor direction θ , where each pair of curves shows the effect on ejecta produced at different distances r from the impact site. The data points are
taken from Anderson et al. (2003), shown with 1σ error bars, while the curves represent our empirical function fit to this data set, given by Eqs. (45) and (46). For
this data set, the best fit to ψn (Eq. (44)) occurs at ψo = 60◦ and ψd = 30◦ .

3.1. Ejecta plume behavior in two dimensions
The simplest form of this ejecta behavior model is one which
operates in two spatial dimensions (horizontal and vertical motion only), under the influence of a uniform gravity field. This
permits us to use the standard equations of motion for ballistic flight (flat target-surface and no atmospheric drag effects)
to simulate the ejecta behavior produced by small, vacuumchamber, laboratory experiments done on Earth. Under these
simple conditions, the equations of motion become:
x(t) = xl + vf cos ψf (t − tl ),
(47)
1
y(t) = vf sin ψf (t − tl ) − g(t − tl )2 ,
(48)
2
where x and y are the horizontal and vertical ejecta particle
positions, respectively; xl is the horizontal launch position of
the ejecta particle; and tl is the launch time of the ejecta particle.
To start the model, ten inputs are required: four for the impactor (a, ρi , vi , φ), four for the target surface (ρt , Ȳ , μ,
K1 ), the gravity field magnitude g, and the crater-centered azimuth of the ejecta plume “slice” to be studied θ . From these
inputs, the transient crater volumes Vg and Vs are computed using Eq. (10), for both the condition of zero strength and the
user supplied strength value Ȳ . These two volumes are then
converted to transient crater radii Rg and Rs (Eq. (11)), respectively, where both crater radii are needed by the ejecta scaling

relationships (Sections 2.2 and 2.3). Next, the desired crater radius r is populated with two sets of several thousand tracer particles, each assigned a launch position xl between the projectile
radius a and transient crater radius Rs , with a launch velocity vf (Eq. (46)) and ejection angle ψf (Eq. (45)) computed for
each particle. One set of tracer particles are used to mark the position of the leading edge of the ejecta plume, and are launched
at time tl = 0. The second set of tracer particles are used to
mark the position of the trailing edge of the ejecta plume, and
are launched sequentially at time tl = t (r) from Eq. (27). This
form of the model is easily handled by a computational mathematics package, such as Maple, Matlab, or Mathematica, with
the result displayed using standard plotting techniques.
Fig. 11 shows a comparison of this form of the model to a
small laboratory shot described in Cintala et al. (1999). The upper two panels of this figure show a one-to-one matching of the
model to the photograph of shot 4035, with excellent agreement
(only the leading edge of the ejecta plume is depicted in these
panels). The lower two panels expand upon this laboratoryshot recreation and show both the leading and trailing edges
of the ejecta plume, along with the trajectories of some individual tracer particles, under conditions of both gravity- and
strength-dominated cratering. The model does a very good job
of displaying the evolution of the ejecta plume shape throughout crater growth, without having to model the streamline flow
below ground level (compare the lower left panel of Fig. 11
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Fig. 11. (Upper left) A photograph of shot 4035 from Cintala et al. (1999), into fine sand, where the leading edge of the impact ejecta plume is illuminated from
the right by a vertical sheet of laser light, which was turned on for 0.2 ms at 2 ms intervals. The large arrow marks the approximate location of the transient crater
rim, while small arrows mark the ballistic path of a few large particles. (Upper right) A model recreation of shot 4035 (Cintala et al., 1999), with the position of
the ejecta plume’s leading edge shown at 2 ms intervals. The bold line marks the position of the plume at crater formation time Tg . All distances in these plots are
normalized to the crater radius Rg . (Lower left) A model of the same shot, only in these lower plots, larger scales are shown and both leading and trailing ejecta
plume edges are modeled (and filled between). Dotted lines mark the ballistic path of the particles in nine individual streamlines. All times are normalized to the
crater formation time Tg . (Lower right) A model of the same shot again, but with Ȳ = 10 kPa of strength added to the target. Although this creates a crater of about
half the diameter as before, and a much thinner ejecta plume, the plume advances at roughly the same rate.

to Fig. 6). Of key importance to the analysis of the Deep Impact event is the effect of adding strength to the model (the
lower right panel): while the mass-loading in the ejecta plume
is significantly decreased, resulting in a thinner ejecta plume in
the simulation, the advancement rate of the plume is not significantly affected. This is because the particles which make
up the plume in its later advancement stages are ejected early
enough in the process to have a high inertia (kinetic energy)
and are not significantly effected by either strength or gravity in Eq. (41). To simulate the Deep Impact event, however,
a more sophisticated form of the model is required, which operates in three spatial dimensions and can trace the motion of
each tracer particle under the influence of the non-uniform gravity field produced by a small, rotating, irregular target body.
3.2. The ejecta plume as a polygon shape-model
To bring our ejecta plume model into three dimensions, we
introduce the concept of modeling the ejecta plume as a poly-

gon shape-model. Rather than using thousands of randomly
placed tracer particles to mark the ejecta plume, such as in previous studies (Geissler et al., 1996; Durda, 2004), we instead
launch two networks of tracer particles, one network to depict
the leading edge of the ejecta plume, and one to depict the
trailing edge of the ejecta plume. The tracer particles in each
network are connected to form the vertices of triangular polygons which are, in turn, connected to form a continuous surface
for both leading and trailing sides of the plume. To be more specific, the polygon ejecta plume is made by placing two meshes
of 1800 regularly spaced tracer particles on the starting surface
area of the computed transient crater, such that 3540 triangular polygons are formed in each mesh (these meshes initially lie
one directly on top of the other). For each mesh, this arrangement creates 59 radial rings of 60 polygons each, ranging from
one projectile diameter d to the transient crater radius Rs in distance from the impact site. The 2d diameter hole in the center
of the mesh is intentional, to avoid the region of potential vapor plume creation (Section 1.1). Particles in the top mesh are
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ejected immediately after impact (time t = 0) and mark the position of the leading edge of the ejecta plume, while particles
in the bottom mesh are ejected sequentially at time t (r) from
Eq. (27), and mark the position of the trailing edge of the ejecta
plume.
An opacity (or transparency) is computed for each plume
polygon at each time-step in the simulation, which is a function
of three things: (a) its mass-loading, (b) its surface area, and
(c) the ejecta particle size distribution (PSD). That is, as the
ejecta plume expands and the mass of ejecta represented by a
given plume polygon is spread out over a much larger area, the
opacity of that polygon will decrease.
We calculate the mass of ejecta that each polygon represents
by dividing the excavated portion of the transient crater into a
series of simple paraboloid shells. The mass of material injected
into each ring of polygons is thus given by
 3

1
− ri3 ,
mri = πρt ri+1
(49)
9
where mri is the mass injected into ring i and we assume that
the excavation depth of the transient crater is about D/9 or
R/4.5 (Melosh, 1989). This paraboloid shell approach is an
approximation to the more exact way of computing the excavated mass, done by using a numerical integration between
streamtubes in the Maxwell Z-model (Section 2.1). Comparison between the two methods has shown that the paraboloid
shell approximation yields results that are within 3–4% of the
numerical Z-model integration (depending up Z value), such
that the added accuracy of a full integration was deemed not
worth the additional computation time.
We define the mass per individual polygon in a given ring
as mΔ = mri /120 (there are 2 × 60 = 120 polygons per ring),
with the mass divided equally between leading and trailing edge
plume polygons. This mass-loading per polygon mΔ will remain constant throughout the simulation, while the surface area
of each polygon ΛΔ will change dramatically throughout its
flight.
Along with the target density ρt and an individual particle
density ρp , the model also requires a particle size distribution
(PSD) description, given in the form of a segmented (piecewise), cumulative power law. This is done by providing values
for the smallest and largest particle diameters at the boundary
of each segment in the PSD, along with a cumulative power-law
exponent for that segment. Each segment of the distribution is
described by the expression:
dN = Km−b
p dmp ,

(50)

where N is the cumulative number of particles, K is a temporary constant, mp is the particle mass, and b is the supplied
power-law exponent.
From this expression, we can derive the basic optical scattering properties of each ejecta plume polygon, which is a function
of the optical scattering properties of each individual particle.
The reflection-surface area of an individual particle is given by

2
3mp 3
.
Λp = π
(51)
4πρp

Building upon this, the plume’s surface area per unit volume
Λv can be found by solving the differential equation dΛv =
Λp dN , which yields


3
Λv = π
4πρp
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3
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−b
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ml3

−b
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− ms3

−b


(52)

,

where ml and ms are the mass of the largest and smallest particles, respectively, in that segment of the particle distribution.
We can eliminate the temporary constant K by first placing
it in terms of the plume’s mass per unit volume mv , which is
found by solving the differential equation dmv = mp dN . This
gives


K  2−b
mv =
(53)
.
ml − m2−b
s
2−b
We now divide the expression for the surface area per unit
volume, Λv (Eq. (52)), by the expression for the mass per unit
volume mv (Eq. (53)) to eliminate K and obtain an expression
for the plume’s surface area per unit mass Λm . This gives

2 
3 2−b
Λv
3
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4πρp
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,

(54)

where the surface area per unit mass Λm is an intrinsic property of the ejecta plume, independent of the mass-loading mΔ
or surface area ΛΔ of each plume polygon. This calculation is
done for each segment of the particle distribution, and the results combined linearly, such that Λm = Λm1 + Λm2 + · · · .
To determine the opacity of an individual ejecta plume polygon as a function of its changing surface area ΛΔ , we make use
of the Lambert exponential absorption law (Chamberlain and
Hunten, 1987):
I f = Io e

−

Λm mΔ
ΛΔ

(55)

,

where Io is the initial light intensity, and If is the final light intensity. The exponent (Λm mΔ )/ΛΔ is dimensionless and equivalent to the optical depth of the plume polygon. Normalizing
this light intensity gives us an opacity OΔ equation for each
ejecta plume polygon:
OΔ = 1 − e

−

Λm mΔ
ΛΔ

,

(56)

where ΛΔ is a function of time and the position of the three
tracer particles which make up the plume polygon’s vertices,
while Λm and mΔ remain constant. In addition to computing
its opacity OΔ , the rendering of each plume polygon (in each
model-produced synthetic image) includes a simple Lambertian
photometric function (McEwen, 1991) as part of the OpenGL
model viewer. This plume brightness computation, however,
does not take into account the variable albedo of the particles
to different light wavelengths, nor the difference in scattering
properties between back-scattered and forward-scattered light
at various phase angles. Therefore, our simple plume brightness
model represents only a first approximation to an actual ejecta
plume; and as such, the results presented in Section 4 will be
qualified to take this into account.
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Fig. 12. A three-dimensional model of a small laboratory shot (a 3 mm impactor traveling at 1.25 km s−1 striking a fine-grade sand target) for both normal-impact
incidence φ = 90◦ (upper images) and oblique-impact incidence φ = 30◦ (lower images). The projectile enters from the left (0◦ East azimuth) in both simulations.
The ejecta plume is rendered via OpenGL, using two networks of tracer particles to mark both its leading and trailing edges, which are then connected to form triangular polygons. The opacity of each plume polygon is a function of its changing surface area, its initial mass-loading, and the given particle size distribution (PSD).
In this case, sand particles of 0.5–1.0 mm diameter were simulated, with a power-law exponent of b = 1.0 and an individual particle density of ρp = 2500 kg m−3 .

Fig. 12 shows a demonstration of this three-dimensional
polygon-plume ejecta model for two simulated laboratory experiments: one at normal incidence, and one at oblique incidence (displaying the effects described in Section 2.5). The
oblique impact produces a crater which is smaller, and the resulting ejecta plume is therefore thinner and less opaque than
the one produced by the impact at normal incidence. In both
cases, a fine grade (0.5–1.0 mm diameter grain) sand target was
simulated, with an assumed power-law exponent of b = 1.0 and
a grain density of ρp = 2500 kg m−3 .
3.3. The comet as a polygon shape-model
As part of the Deep Impact mission, mapping and shapemodeling were performed for the nucleus of Comet 9P/Tempel 1
using the methodology described in Thomas et al. (2005) and
with the final results described in Thomas et al. (2007). For our
ejecta plume modeling, we make use of the 6◦ (∼300 m) resolution polygon shape-model of Tempel 1 produced from that
work, which is now part of the Planetary Data System (PDS). In
addition, we make use of the provided information on the impact site, mean radius, and rotation state of the comet (Thomas
et al., 2007). This information allows us to simulate the ejecta
plume produced by an impact on the rotating shape-model at
a given location on the body, from an impactor coming in at
a given speed and direction, with the entire scene illuminated
from a specified sun direction. What is needed next then, is a
method for computing the non-uniform gravitational force from

this small, irregular body on each ejecta tracer particle, at each
time-step after launch.
The most common method for computing the gravitational
acceleration at some given location outside of an irregular body
is to perform a numerical integration over the volume of the
body, which has been filled with thousands of tiny, individual
mass elements (Geissler et al., 1996). This method is computationally expensive, however, and for this study we make use of
the surface-polyhedron gravity technique developed by Werner
(1994), which takes advantage of Gauss’s Law applied to a
shape whose surface has been divided into individual polyhedron elements. Using this method, the integration occurs over
the surface area of the body, which saves significant computation time and produces a result which is of better quality than
most volume integrators (Werner, 1994). In addition to computing the gravitation force on each tracer particle, the model can
include a specified acceleration due to solar radiation pressure,
which will be applied to each tracer particle (not in the comet’s
shadow) in the anti-solar direction. At each time-step in the simulation, these two forces are computed for each tracer particle,
with the particle’s ballistic flight then tracked using a standard
Bulirsh–Stoer ODE integrator (Press et al., 1992). The model
tracks all tracer particles until they have either left the gravitational sphere of influence of the nucleus (escaped) or landed
again on the comet’s surface.
In addition to modeling the comet nucleus, its gravity field,
and the ejecta plume resulting from Deep Impact as a function of time, we make use of the instrument specifications
described in Hampton et al. (2005), the comet and spacecraft
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trajectory information contained within the SPICE system, and
the telemetry and image information provided as part of each
image produced by Deep Impact to model the image sequence
captured by the flyby-spacecraft’s High Resolution Instrument
(HRI). That is, while the impact ejecta plume model is running,
we “fly” our model viewer’s camera past the scene in such a
way as to simulate the views captured by the actual Deep Impact flyby-spacecraft. Examples of this HRI image-sequence
simulation can be seen in Figs. 14, 16, 20, 21, and 22.
4. Deep Impact modeling results
The primary advantage of the Deep Impact mission, as
an impact-cratering experiment, is that the properties of the
impactor–spacecraft (a, ρi , mi , vi ) are fully known, along with
several impact properties for which we can make reasonable estimates (μ, K1 , KT g , φ): these are summarized in Table 2. This
leaves the impact-related properties of the comet’s surface (g,
ρt , Ȳ ) as the principal unknowns to be found. Using the model
described in the previous three sections, our primary goal is
to place constraints on the magnitude of the gravity field g in
which the ejected particles were ballistically traveling—leading
to a measure of the mass mt and bulk density ρt of Comet Tempel 1. To achieve this, however, we must first place constraints
on the position of the ejecta cone axis χ as seen from the flybyspacecraft, and on the particle ejection angles ψ produced by
the crater excavation flow. Additionally, we will address the issues of the effective yield strength Ȳ of the comet’s surface at
the impact site, as well as the likely magnitude of accelerations
due to solar radiation pressure and other forces on the ejected
particles.
4.1. Ejecta plume geometry
The view of the emerging and expanding solid-particle
ejecta plume provided to us by the flyby-spacecraft places relatively tight constraints on the range of possible particle ejection angles and the overall position of the axis of the conical
ejecta plume. Fig. 1 shows the four basic phases of progression through which our view of the Deep Impact ejecta plume
evolved over the course of the observation. In phase 1 (upper left panel), the emerging ray structure of the ejecta plume
indicates that during the first ∼2 min after the impact, the flybyspacecraft viewed the interior of the ejecta cone. By phase 2
(upper right panel), which lasted from about 2 to 9 min after
the impact, this view had changed to one which showed the
ejecta plume almost, but not quite, in profile view: with the
east (lower right) portion of the ejecta cone seen nearly broadside and the west (upper left) portion of the ejecta cone seen
nearly edge on. Near the time of closest approach, from about
9 to 13 min after the impact, the view shifted to that shown in
phase 3 (lower left panel), in which the flyby-spacecraft was
again looking into the interior of the ejecta cone and was able
to peer all the way down to the bottom and image the dark, oval
outline of the expanding plume base against the comet’s surface. Finally, in phase 4 (lower right panel), the flyby-spacecraft
viewed the exterior of the slowly expanding ejecta cone, at a

near-profile (near-perpendicular) angle to the camera, without
extreme foreshortening.
4.1.1. Ejecta plume axis orientation
In addition to reconciling these four viewing phases over
which the ejecta plume evolved over the course of the observations, two additional factors play an important role in constraining the axis orientation of the ejecta plume: (1) the position angle, shape, and width of the shadow cast by the emerging ejecta
plume on the surface of the nucleus (Fig. 13), and (2) the time at
which the base of the conical ejecta plume, as seen from its interior, first became visible in the images (Fig. 14). Throughout
this parameter search, an effort was made to find the solution
which was simplest, and followed well-known (canonical) behavior for impacts into relatively low-strength target materials.
To investigate the shadow cast by the newly emerging ejecta
plume we opted to use the Persistence of Vision Raytracer
(POV-Ray, http://www.povray.org) model viewer rather than
our own OpenGL-based model viewer. The advantage in using
POV-Ray is that lighting and shadowing is computed down to
the sub-polygon, pixel level, while our own routine only handles this down to the polygon level (and therefore has much
lower shadow resolution). Fig. 13 shows the result of this exercise, in which the ejecta plume is depicted as a simple rightcircular cone, anchored at its point to the impact site, and divided into two regions of different transparency. Three free parameters are used in the fit: the opening half-angle of the cone,
its west–east tilt angle χw , and its north–south tilt angle χn :
where directions are with reference to the comet shape-model
coordinate system (in Fig. 13, north is to the upper right, west
to the upper left) and the “tilt” is a measure of the degree of deviation from the direction of the regional surface normal vector
at the impact site. Our goal was to match three things: the initial
interior view of the ejecta cone, the clock position of the shadow
cast by the ejecta cone, and the width of the shadow cast by
the ejecta cone. Our initial expectation was that the ejecta cone
axis should be coincident with the regional surface normal vector (χw = 0◦ , χn = 0◦ ); however, this proved not to be the case,
as panels A and B of Fig. 13 demonstrate. The best fit to all
three conditions proved to be an ejecta cone which was tilted
severely to the west, χw = 45◦ ± 5◦ and χn = 0◦ ± 5◦ , indicative of an impact on a westward-facing slope on a scale smaller
than that used to create the comet’s shape-model (<300 m).
This is because, as mentioned in Sections 1.1, 2.1, and 2.5,
the excavation flow direction is a function of not just the outwardly propagating shock-wave from the impact point, but also
the shock-wave’s reflection from the free surface of the target,
which will follow the local topography near the impact site.
This exercise also indicated an initial ejecta cone opening halfangle of 30◦ ± 5◦ , such that initial particle ejection angles ψf
(Sections 2.4 and 2.5) should be relatively close to those seen
in laboratory experiments (Figs. 9–12).
This severe ejecta cone axis tilt angle χ was initially rather
puzzling, in that our simulations showed that if this tilt is maintained throughout the event, only the view shown in phase 1,
the upper left panel of Fig. 1, is properly matched by the simulation, while the remaining three views are incorrect: particu-
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Fig. 13. (Upper left) The High Resolution Instrument (HRI) view of Comet Tempel 1 about one second after the impact (image HV9000910.007). In this image we
see both the interior of the ejecta cone (somewhat foreshortened on its west side), and its very narrow shadow cast on the surface of the nucleus. (Test fits A, B) Two
POV-Ray model attempts at using the regional surface normal vector as the ejecta cone axis and varying only the cone opening angle. In A, the shadow is narrow,
but the cone exterior is viewed. In B, the cone interior is viewed, but the shadow is far too wide. (Test fits C, D, E) The three POV-Ray model best fits to image
HV9000910.007, which permit both the plume opening angle and the plume axis position to be adjusted. These fits indicate an initial plume axis tilt toward the west
(upper left in these images) of 45◦ ± 5◦ from the regional surface normal vector, and a plume opening half-angle of 30◦ ± 5◦ : matching the shadow width, shadow
clock position, and plume interior view.

larly the final look-back view (lower right panel), in which the
ejecta cone ends up tilted severely away from the camera. We
therefore searched for a second point in the event at which to
constrain the ejecta cone axis tilt angle χ and found this in the
transition point between phase 2 (Fig. 1, upper right panel) and
phase 3 (Fig. 1, lower left panel). This transition point, during
which time the dark oval of the plume’s base becomes visible (Fig. 14), is primarily a function of the plume orientation
and the changing spacecraft position during the flyby. Repeated
model iterations indicated a best fit to the plume axis orientation
shown in Fig. 14 of χw = 5◦ ± 5◦ and χn = 0◦ ± 5◦ , significantly closer to the determined regional surface normal vector.
This plume orientation also gives us the best match to viewing
phases 2, 3, and 4 of Fig. 1, indicating a significant change in
the ejecta plume axis orientation χ over the ∼2 min of phase 1:
from χw = 45◦ ± 5◦ to χw = 5◦ ± 5◦ .
Fig. 15 summarizes these findings and our interpretation of
this apparent change in the ejecta cone’s orientation angle χ
over the course of the first two minutes following the impact.
The impact apparently occurred on a small, westward-facing
slope of roughly 1/3 to 1/2 the size of the transient crater. This
irregular topography would have significantly affected the reflection of the impact shock-wave off the target’s free surface,

which, in turn, would have severely altered the directions of the
ejecta flow-field established. Although this local slope caused a
spatial alteration in the ejecta flow-field, which occurred while
all of the topography was still intact, we witnessed it as a temporal event due to the diverse power-law distribution of ejecta
particle velocities (Fig. 8). From the flyby-spacecraft’s perspective, we imaged the effect on the fastest-speed particles first
(from the innermost portions of the crater), and then imaged
increasingly slower particle populations as the plume evolved
over time. Images of the impact area, taken by the impactor–
spacecraft during its approach (Fig. 6 of A’Hearn et al., 2005b),
do show sufficient irregular topography to support this hypothesis, even though the exact point of impact cannot be identified
(Busko et al., 2007). It should be noted, however, that this explanation for the apparent shift in the ejecta cone’s orientation
angle χ has not been validated by either laboratory experiment
or CHD modeling, and at this stage amounts to an inference
based upon the Maxwell Z-model of excavation flow only (i.e.,
more work needs to be done in this area).
4.1.2. Ejecta particle launch angles
In addition to constraining the ejecta plume’s axis orientation χ , we can place constraints on the ejecta particle launch
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Fig. 14. (Upper images) A series of HRI images showing the gradual appearance of the dark, interior base of the ejecta plume during the flyby. A gap in the ejecta
plume’s southern (lower left) side is also revealed, producing a keyhole-like appearance. This event occurred over a time span of about 1 min, between roughly 9 and
10 min after the impact. The appearance of the plume base at this time is consistent with a final plume axis vector which was tilted to the west by only 5◦ ± 5◦ from
the regional surface normal vector. (Lower images) A model simulation of the plume base emergence, demonstrating our interpretation of the event. The simulation
does not include rays and gaps (ejecta plume irregularities).

Fig. 15. Interpretation of the ejecta plume geometry presented by the HRI and MRI image sequences, in which the impact apparently occurred on a westward-facing
slope roughly 1/3–1/2 the size of the final crater produced. This irregular topography affected the reflection of the impact shock-wave off the target’s free surface,
which in turn altered the ejecta flow-field established. Although this was actually a spatial alteration in the flow-field, which occurred while all of the topography was
still intact, we witnessed it as a temporal event, due to the diverse power-law distribution of ejecta particle velocities. Thus, we saw the affect on the fastest-speed
particles first, and then “sampled” increasingly slower particle populations as the plume evolved over time.
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Fig. 16. A series of model simulations used to fit the ejecta plume side angles shown in image HV9010003.001, by varying the parameters of ψn (Eq. (44)) in such
as way as to keep the mean ejection angle at ψ̄ ≈ 45◦ . Although the boundaries of the actual ejecta plume are somewhat diffuse, a reasonable fit is achieved at
starting angles of ψo = 60◦ ± 5◦ and a total angular drop of ψd = 30◦ ± 10◦ .

angles ψ . As mentioned earlier, the HRI image of the newly
emerging plume (Fig. 13) is best modeled by an ejecta cone
opening angle which is consistent with experimentally produced ejecta plumes (Cintala et al., 1999; Anderson et al.,
2003, 2004). To further constrain this, we took advantage of
the near-profile view of the ejecta plume afforded by the first
look-back images (phase 4). As shown in Fig. 16, repeated
model iterations indicated that the most straight-forward way
to fit the ejecta plume side positions was achieved by varying the parameters of ψn (Eq. (44)) in such as way as to keep
the mean ejection angle at ψ̄ ≈ 45◦ . Although the boundaries
of the actual ejecta plume are somewhat diffuse, a reasonable
fit is achieved at starting angles of ψo = 60◦ ± 5◦ and total
angular drops of ψd = 30◦ ± 10◦ . There are two reasons for
keeping the mean ejection angle at ψ̄ ≈ 45◦ : first, it keeps
our model consistent with experimental findings, in which ψ̄
is generally within the range of 40◦ –45◦ (Section 2.4); and
second, it keeps our model consistent with our ejecta velocity constant derivation assumptions (Section 2.2) and those of
the original Maxwell Z-model (Maxwell and Seifert, 1974;
Maxwell, 1977). It should be noted, however, that our solution is non-unique, and we have therefore selected the solution
which is most consistent with past experiments and our current
model derivation.

4.2. Tempel 1 gravity and bulk density
With the ejecta plume axis orientation χ and particle ejection angles ψ reasonably constrained, the next phase of the
analysis was to determine the magnitude of the gravity field
in which these particles were ballistically traveling (a function
of the comet’s bulk density). During the excavation and fallout
phases of an impact event, the ejecta plume forms an inverted,
hollow cone, and marks the position locus of the solid ejecta
particles in flight at that time (Fig. 11): its bottom region is
composed of particles nearing the end of their flight and falling
out of the plume; its middle region is composed of particles
midway through their ballistic flight and traveling nearly radial
to the ejecta cone’s axis; and its upper region is composed of
particles which have not yet reached the apex of their ballistic
flights, with the uppermost particles traveling faster than the escape velocity of the comet and therefore never returning to the
surface. Because each ejecta particle is following its own ballistic trajectory under the influence of Tempel 1’s gravity field,
the lateral expansion rate of the collective ejecta plume is also
a function of the comet’s gravity field (Melosh, 2001).
To measure the lateral expansion rate of the ejecta plume
produced by Deep Impact, we use the plume’s base as our common point of reference and monitor the plume base diameter
as a function of time. Fig. 17 shows several model examples
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Fig. 17. Expansion of a modeled Deep Impact ejecta plume on the surface of a simple, spherical comet of radius 3.0 km. Each curve marks the diameter of the
plume base as it marches along the ground, during both its ejection (dashed line) and fallout (solid line) phases, for the labeled comet bulk density ρt . At the
beginning of crater growth, the plume expands quickly, but this expansion rate slows rapidly as slower moving material is added to the plume while the transient
crater rim is approached. Once the crater has formed, the slowest moving particles fall out first, causing the plume to expand at an increasing rate as time passes, until
only those particles ejected at the highest speeds remain. The Deep Impact mission comprised two viewing windows for potentially making plume base diameter
measurements: from 0 to 800 s after impact during approach, and from about 45 to 75 min after impact during look-back.

of the expansion of an ejecta plume base produced by a Deep
Impact-like event on a simple, spherical Tempel 1 shape-model,
shown for a variety of different comet bulk densities ρt (and
thus different gravity field environments). These curves follow
the trailing edge of the ejecta plume, whose base is easier to
mark during initial crater growth, and which will lag behind the
leading edge of the ejecta plume by only about 20–40 m for a
gravity-dominated Deep Impact-like event. At the beginning of
crater growth, the plume expands very quickly, but this expansion rate slows as slower moving material is launched into the
plume while the transient crater rim diameter D is approached.
Once the crater has formed, the slowest moving particles are
the first to fall out, which causes the plume to expand at an increasing rate over time, until only those particles ejected at the
highest speeds remain. As depicted in Fig. 17, the Deep Impact
mission contained two windows for potentially measuring the
plume base diameter: from 0 to 800 s after impact during the
approach phase of imaging, and from about 45 to 75 min after
impact during the look-back phase of imaging.
As has been previous mentioned, our view of the impact
crater and ejecta plume base were heavily obscured during the
interior views of the plume obtained about 9 to 13 min after the
impact, such that only a vague, dark oval marks the plume base
and crater site (Figs. 1, 14, and 22). This plume base is of order 150–350 m in diameter, consistent with the plots shown in
Fig. 17 (left panel), but is only able to constrain the comet’s bulk
density to something of order ρt = 100–1000 kg m−3 , if this interpretation of the dark oval is correct. However, the mission
was fortuitous in that the impact site produced an ejecta plume
whose exterior was observable in near-profile view through-

out the look-back phase of imaging, affording us an excellent
means for measuring its expansion rate, as shown in the right
panel of Fig. 17.
Fig. 18 (left panel) shows the measured ejecta plume base diameter as a function of time, made by marking the diameter of
the ejecta plume’s base against the limb of the comet (as close to
the actual base as possible), and indicated by the filled-triangles
(with 2σ error bars attached). Also shown are the measurements
made from five sets of synthetic images produced by our model,
where each set represents a different comet-model bulk density ρt and associated gravity field. The expansion of the model
plumes were measured in the same fashion as the actual images, and are indicated by open-triangles. Because of the diffuse
appearance of the actual ejecta plume’s leading edge, an Unsharp Mask filter was used to sharpen the edges of the plume in
each image, both actual and synthetic (examples are shown in
Fig. 18, right panel). These measurements yield a mean surface
gravity for Tempel 1 of ḡ = 0.34 mm s−2 (0.17–0.50 mm s−2 ),
which corresponds to a comet mass of mt = 4.5 × 1013 kg
(2.3–6.8 × 1013 kg) and a bulk density of ρt = 400 kg m−3
(200–600 kg m−3 ). This bulk density for Comet 9P/Tempel 1
compares favorably with previously determined comet bulk
densities using other techniques, such as 490 kg m−3 (290–
830 kg m−3 ) for Comet 19P/Borrelly (Farnham and Cochran,
2002); 180–300 kg m−3 for Comet 19P/Borrelly (Davidsson
and Gutiérrez, 2004); 600–800 kg m−3 for Comet 81P/Wild 2
(Davidsson and Gutiérrez, 2006); 450 ± 250 kg m−3 for Comet
9P/Tempel 1 (Davidsson et al., 2007); and ∼370 kg m−3 for
Comet 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko (Lamy et al., 2007), to
name a few recent examples.
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Fig. 18. (Left) Expansion of the actual Deep Impact ejecta plume, measured by marking the diameter of the plume base against the limb of the comet during the
look-back phase of imaging. Filled black triangles are measurements from the actual images (HV9010003.001–HV9010052.001), shown with 2σ error bars. Open
triangles are measurements made from model-produced synthetic images, at five different comet-model bulk densities ρt . Each set of measurements is connecting
using a least-squares polynomial fit, the dotted line for the actual image measurements and the solid lines for the synthetic image measurements, with a very
good match occurring at a model bulk density of ρt = 400 kg m−3 (200–600 kg m−3 ). (Right) Four examples of the images used to create this plot, as shown in
edge-sharpened, re-scaled actual images (upper) and synthetic model images (lower). The left-hand images are from the beginning of the look-back phase (45 min
after impact), while the right-hand images are from the end of the look-back phase (75 min after impact).

Although the agreement of our results with these previous
estimates is good, all of these estimates are based on the computation of non-gravitational forces for the various cometary
nuclei, computations that involve many assumptions and are
generally regarded as very uncertain (Weissman et al., 2004).
Because all spacecraft encounters with comets to date, including Deep Impact, have been fast flybys at distances of many
nuclear radii, it has not been possible to compute the mass
directly from the deflection of the spacecraft. Other methods,
such as modeling the unique tidal breakup of Comet SL/9, relations between the rotation period and shape of comet nuclei,
and estimates from the density of cometary dust particles plus
assumptions about how comets are assembled all yield similar,
but also uncertain density estimates (Weissman et al., 2004).
Our method of modeling ejecta plume expansion is different
than previous methods, but it suffers similarly from many uncertainties, as explained in this paper. Before the Deep Impact
encounter with Tempel 1 we had anticipated the ability to track
discrete boulders ejected from the impact (Richardson et al.,
2005). Indeed, the image sequence we adopted, particularly the
look-back imaging, was planned with the expectation of being
able to track ballistically ejected boulders and thus get good
estimates of the gravitational acceleration near Tempel 1’s nucleus. Modeling the ejecta plume expansion to determine gravity was regarded as a “last-ditch” option that we hoped we
would not have to exercise, but we developed it in case all else
failed. As events turned out, however, boulders were not detected in the ejecta plume, nor did we see coherent boulders
on the surface of Tempel 1 at our highest resolution. While

this observation has important consequences for the geology of
Tempel 1, it is an unfortunate circumstance for gravity determination. Nevertheless, our careful modeling of the ejecta plume
has yielded useful constrains on the density of Tempel 1 that
are completely independent of other methods of density determination.
There are four potential sources for error in this comet density estimate: image measurement errors (shown in Fig. 18),
comet shape-model errors (Thomas et al., 2007), ejecta plume
model errors (this work), and non-gravitational forces (Section 4.4). The rather diffuse plume edge appearance in the HRI
look-back images meant that different amounts of edge sharpening change the apparent plume width slightly: creating up to
a 50% fractional error in the density measurement (2σ ). The
comet shape-model from Thomas et al. (2007), with a mean radius of 3.0 ± 0.1 km, has a volume error of 10%, but in terms of
the density (which goes as 1/radius) this produces a fractional
error of only 3.3% in the density measurement. Model-plume
width variations in the synthetic images, created by exercising
our model parameters over their full ranges (Tables 2 and 4),
produce up to a 10% fractional error in the density measurement. Combining all three quantified sources of error yields a
total fractional error of 51% in the density measurement, such
that the measurement errors from the HRI look-back images
completely outweigh the other potential sources discussed here.
The effects of non-gravitational forces on the ejecta plume expansion rate, however, are more difficult to quantify, with the
potential effect of coma gas pressure being the most problematic. This will be discussed further in Section 4.4.
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Fig. 19. Model-based plots of the cumulative mass of solid ejecta particles produced by Deep Impact, ejected at greater than a given velocity, for material constants
consistent with medium porosity (left) and high porosity (right). The solid, bold curves represent gravity-dominated events (Ȳ = 0 kPa), while the dot-dash curves
represent increasing values of effective surface strength Ȳ . Comparison of these values with a variety of Earth-based measurements of the ejecta plume’s total mass
indicates an upper limit to the comet’s surface strength at the impact site of order Ȳ = 1–100 kPa, with the range of Ȳ = 1–10 kPa being most likely.
Table 3
Deep Impact excavated mass: from various sources
Study
Harker et al. (2005)
Keller et al. (2005)
Lisse et al. (2006)
Sugita et al. (2005)

Instrument
Gemini-N
Rosetta
Spitzer
Subaru

Wavelength

Low mass (largest particle)

High mass (largest particle)

8–13 µm
648 ± 43 nm
5–35 µm
8–20 µm

7.3 × 104 kg (1 µm)

1.5 × 106 kg (100 µm)
7 × 106 kg (500 µm)
1.3 × 106 kg (1 m)
7 × 107 kg (1 m)

4.3. Impact site surface strength
At this point we have values for two of our three desired
unknowns; that is, estimates for the gravity field ḡ and target
density ρt at the impact site (assuming that the comet’s surface
density is reasonably close to its bulk density). This modeling
work also gives us two methods for estimating an upper limit to
the effective strength Ȳ of the material at the impact site: both
of which, unfortunately, include large sources of inaccuracy.
4.3.1. Strength via excavated mass
The first method for estimating the effective strength Ȳ is
relatively straight-forward: we can compare model estimates of
the total excavated (ejected) mass, under varying conditions of
strength, to measurements made of this same parameter from a
variety of Earth-based and space-based instruments at the time
of the Deep Impact event.
Fig. 19 shows a variety of estimates for the cumulative
excavated mass from the Deep Impact cratering event using
Eq. (49), plotted as a function of ejecta velocity (Eq. (41))
over the radius r range of d to Rs (again omitting the volume of potentially vaporized target material) in steps of dr =

–
8 × 105 kg (10 µm)
5 × 105 kg (10 µm)

(Rs − d)/104 . In each case, the impact site surface density
is assumed to be equal to the determined comet bulk density
ρt . The curves on the left were produced using our nominal
(medium porosity) parameter set, while the curves on the right
were produced using our “pushed” (high-porosity) parameter
set (Table 2). The zero-strength (Ȳ = 0 Pa), gravity-dominated
curve represents an upper limit to the ejected mass, with a value
of Mg = 1.8 × 107 kg (1.5–2.2 × 107 kg). As the surface’s effective strength Ȳ is increased, the crater volume decreases, and
the ejected mass drops accordingly. This family of curves can
then be compared to the total ejected masses determined from
a variety of other Deep Impact studies, which are listed in Table 3.
At first glance, these values would seem to indicate a definite surface strength somewhere in the large range of Ȳ =
1–100 kPa. However, it is important to keep in mind that most
of the ejected mass in the plume is contained within its base and
involves the slowest moving ejecta, such that these studies may
not have seen the full extent of mass excavated. Additionally,
the time at which these measurements were made also plays an
important role. For a gravity-dominated Deep Impact event, the
percentage of ejected mass Mg landed at time t after the impact
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Fig. 20. A series of model simulations used to fit the ejecta plume brightness (opacity) shown in image HV9010003.001, by varying the effective target strength
Ȳ and assuming a Spitzer-based particle distribution (Lisse et al., 2006). This exercise indicates an upper limit to the comet’s surface strength at the impact site of
order Ȳ = 1–10 kPa, with the range of Ȳ = 1–5 kPa being most likely. Although the best “visual” fit may appear somewhat lower, our plume opacity model is still
rather simplistic, with a larger potential error than this figure indicates. Note that the plume base width remains the same regardless of target strength, demonstrating
the robustness of our density estimate even in the presence of some target strength.

will roughly be (with landed particle ejection velocities given
in parenthesis):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

t = 9 min (<0.1 m s−1 ): 50% Mg landed,
t = 15 min (<0.2 m s−1 ): 75% Mg landed,
t = 45 min (<0.5 m s−1 ): 91% Mg landed,
t = 1 h (<0.6 m s−1 ): 93% Mg landed,
t = 4 h (<1.0 m s−1 ): 96% Mg landed,
t = 1 day (<1.28 m s−1 ): 97.1% Mg landed,
t = 2 day (<1.33 m s−1 ): 97.3% Mg landed,

such that >90% of the ejected mass never gets more than a
few hundred meters off the surface of the comet, and has been
redeposited within 45 min after the impact. Thus, the ejected
masses determined via remote sensing may be up to an order
of magnitude too low, if this was a gravity-dominated cratering
event. In a strength-dominated event, much of this low-speed
ejecta is never ejected in the first place, and the problem is not
as severe. Therefore, this method for estimating the comet’s surface strength yields only an upper limit of Ȳ = 1–100 kPa, with
Ȳ = 1–10 kPa being most likely, such that a gravity-dominated
event cannot be ruled out.
Fig. 19 also indicates that the highest speed ejecta particles
(shown in the lower right end of these curves) should have been

moving at speeds of hundreds of meters per second. This is
consistent with the findings via remote sensing, which measured speeds for the leading edge of the ejecta plume (as seen
from their perspective) of ∼190 m s−1 (Mason et al., 2007);
∼200 m s−1 (Milani et al., 2007); 197 ± 16 m s−1 (Bauer et
al., 2007); 200–230 m s−1 (Knight et al., 2007); <230 m s−1
(Schleicher et al., 2006); ∼200 m s−1 (Keller et al., 2007); and
230–250 m s−1 (Lisse et al., 2006), to name a few of these observations. As Fig. 19 indicates, however, these speeds only
represent the “tip of the iceberg,” such that the majority of
particles in the plume were ejected at speeds of one to three
orders of magnitude below these values. Even in a more energyefficient, gravity-dominated cratering event, our modeling indicates that <5% of the impactor–spacecraft’s kinetic energy
would have been transferred to the solid particles in the ejecta
plume.
4.3.2. Strength via ejecta plume opacity
The second method for estimating an upper limit to the
strength of the material at the impact site is to model the effect of surface strength on the ejecta plume’s brightness. As
Fig. 11 shows, the mass-loading (thickness) of the ejecta plume
will be a function of the transient crater volume, which is, in
turn, a function of the effective surface strength Ȳ . Therefore,
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Table 4
Model determined parameters
Name

Symbol Nominal value Value range

Initial plume axis N–S tilt
Initial plume axis W–E tilt
Final plume axis N–S tilt
Final plume axis W–E tilt
Initial particle ejection angle
Particle ejection angle drop
Impact site surface strength
Tempel 1 mean gravity
Tempel 1 bulk density
Tempel 1 mass

χno
χwo
χnf
χwf
ψo
ψd
Ȳ
ḡ
ρt
mt

0◦
45◦
0◦
5◦
60◦
30◦
0–5 kPa
0.34 mm s−2
400 kg m−3
4.5 × 1013 kg

±5◦
±5◦
±5◦
±5◦
±5◦
±10◦
0–10 kPa
0.17–0.90 mm s−2
200–1000 kg m−3
2.3–12.0 × 1013 kg

Crater diameter (Ȳ = 0 Pa)
Crater formation time
(Ȳ = 0 Pa)
Crater excavated mass
(Ȳ = 0 Pa)

Dg
Tg

100 m
330 s

85–140 m
250–550 s

Mg

1.8 × 107 kg

1.5–2.2 × 107 kg

Crater diameter (Ȳ = 1 kPa)
Crater formation time
(Ȳ = 1 kPa)
Crater excavated mass
(Ȳ = 1 kPa)

Ds
Ts

37 m
11 s

35–41 m
8–12 s

Ms

0.91 × 106 kg

0.60–1.2 × 106 kg

24 m
2s

22–26 m
1–3 s

2.3 × 105 kg

1.5–2.9 × 105 kg

Crater diameter (Ȳ = 10 kPa) Ds
Crater formation time
Ts
(Ȳ = 10 kPa)
Crater excavated mass
Ms
(Ȳ = 10 kPa)

we can use the opacity of the ejecta plume (Eq. (56)) as a means
to gauge its mass-loading, provided that we have an independent means for determining the ejecta particle size distribution
(PSD).
Fig. 20 shows a comparison between the first look-back image obtained by the HRI instrument and several model runs of
varying effective surface strength Ȳ . Each of these synthetic
images uses the particle size distribution (PSD) determined via
the space-based Spitzer telescope (Lisse et al., 2006), which
uses an ejecta particle size range of 0.1 to at least 20 µm,
with a peak at 1.0 µm. We have also assumed an individual
particle density of ρp = 1750 kg m−3 : a 50% mixture of ice
and silicate dust (Sunshine et al., 2007). These synthetic image comparisons place an upper limit on the comet’s surface
strength at the impact site of Ȳ = 1–10 kPa, with the range
of Ȳ = 1–5 kPa being most likely; where again, a gravitydominated event cannot be ruled out. This strength determination is consistent with the estimate from the cumulative excavated mass model (Section 4.3.1), and the strength determined
by Holsapple and Housen (2007). Note that although the best
“visual” fit occurs in the top images of Fig. 20, for Ȳ values of
up to 1 kPa, our current ejecta plume opacity model is somewhat simplistic (Section 3.2), and the potential error remains
large at this point.
4.4. The effects of non-gravitational forces
Up to this point, the ejecta ballistics model has contained
only the acceleration due to gravity g as an external force act-

ing on the ejecta particles once they are launched. However,
because Deep Impact occurred on a cometary nucleus, and produced an ejecta plume composed of very fine particles, there
are five potential sources for additional forces on the ejecta
particles in flight which need to be considered, especially with
regard to their potential effect on the Tempel 1 gravity and bulk
density estimate (Section 4.2). Two of these potential sources,
solar radiation pressure and coma gas pressure, are inherent to
the cometary environment in which the impact took place. The
remaining three potential sources were produced by the impact event itself: the initial vapor plume, water-gas sublimation
from icy grains within the ejecta plume, and impact-induced
cometary activity following the cratering event.
4.4.1. Solar radiation pressure
Solar radiation pressure will show its effect as an acceleration in the anti-solar direction, affecting all insolated ejecta particles proportional to their (surface area) × (photon absorptionscattering efficiency)/(mass) product. The most pronounced effect will be on small particles with sizes 0.1–1.0 µm, which
have very little mass but possess high scattering efficiency due
to a similar size to the wavelengths of visual light. The relative effect of solar radiation pressure is usually expressed in
comparison to the force of solar gravity at the comet’s location: β = FRadiation pressure /FSolar gravity . Beta is also related to
the surface/volume ratio of a dust particle, since the radiation
pressure force depends on the surface area of the particle absorbing sunlight, while the gravitational force depends on the
particle’s volume. Typical values of Beta are ∼1 for particles of
0.5–1.5 µm in radius, falling off inversely with radius for larger
particles, and typical time scales for the importance of this effect in cometary dust comae and tails at 1 AU is on the order of
days to weeks (Lisse et al., 1998). Since the measured Deep Impact ejecta size distribution consisted of a majority of particles
of this size (Lisse et al., 2006), we expect this to be an important force, but since the timescale over which the observations
were made was short, 1/50th to 1/500th the typical amount of
time, the overall effect may not be very large.
In examining the Deep Impact HRI images, we do find indications of a small, anti-solar drift in the ejecta plume base
by the time of the first look-back images, when compared to
model-produced synthetic images (Figs. 18 and 20). This drift
is not more than about 400–800 m, which corresponds to an acceleration of 0.1–0.2 mm s−2 in the anti-solar direction. Note
however, that this motion appears to involve all particles in the
ejecta plume, such that the entire plume is slightly displaced,
and thus the ejecta cone’s expansion rate (used in the gravity
estimate) is not affected. Additional model iterations were performed which included this apparent acceleration (Section 3.3),
and although there are small measurement changes due to the
model plume being located behind a slightly different portion
of the comet’s limb, these changes do not effect the overall expansion rate or best-fit gravity/density solution.
The observed small drift in ejecta plume position can, however, be used to estimate the mean particle size in the ejecta
plume at the time of the look-back observations. At the distance
of Tempel 1 from the sun at the time of encounter, an anti-solar
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acceleration of 0.1–0.2 mm s−2 corresponds to a mean particle
size of order 6–12 µm, for particles in the base of the ejecta
cone at the time of these observations. This is about a factor of 3 larger than the particle sizes derived from the Spitzer
observations, which found a mean particle size of 0.1–2 µm
for the higher speed particles ejected earlier in the excavation
process (Lisse et al., 2006), but is not grossly out of line, and
is consistent with the suite of ejecta particle sizes estimated via
long-range remote sensing (Table 3).
4.4.2. Coma gas pressure
The force on a lofted dust particle due to comet out-gassing
is directed outward from the surface of the comet and will therefore act in roughly the anti-gravity direction. This implies that
in our gravity determination, we did not measure the acceleration due to gravity g alone, but rather (fc − g), where fc is
the outward directed acceleration on the ejecta particles due
to coma gas drag, and |g| > |fc | by the amount that we determined in Section 4.2. Thus, the question arises: how significant
is this force to the observed evolution of the Deep Impact ejecta
plume?
Under normal circumstances, dust is entrained by the sublimation of cometary volatile ices: this is what propels dusty
material on the surface into the coma. Finson and Probstein
(1968) modeled the flow of cometary dust assuming simple
hydrodynamic flow. This approximation works well for a low
activity comet such as Tempel 1, with an out-gassing rate of
∼1028 mol s−1 . The net effect is to accelerate
√ dust at rest on
the surface up to speeds of v = 300 m s−1 β/rh , where rh
is the heliocentric distance of the comet in AU. For a 0.5 µm
radius particle, with β ≈ 1.0, this implies a terminal velocity
for the particle of ∼200 m s−1 , reached within the gas-dust
decoupling distance of rd ≈ 100 km from the comet. Using
v 2 = vo2 + 2fc rd , a decoupling radius of rd = 100 km, and
an initial velocity of zero for dust at rest on the surface, this
implies a net acceleration due to gas drag of ∼0.2 m s−2 , operating over a time period of ∼1000 s. This estimated magnitude
for the coma gas-induced acceleration is roughly 3 orders of
magnitude more important than the acceleration due to radiation pressure. For a particle 100 times larger, about 100 µm in
radius with β ∼ 0.01, the terminal velocity will be 10 times
lower, ∼20 m s−1 , and the acceleration a factor of 100 less: so
this effect is very strongly size dependent, going linearly in the
parameter β. The largest particle detected during a comet flyby,
∼1 cm in the coma of Comet Halley, would have a β value
∼10−4 , and thus a coma terminal velocity of ∼2 m s−1 , similar
in magnitude to the escape velocity for a cometary body.
It is important to recognize, however, that in the vicinity of
the ejecta plume where the gravity measurements were made,
the dust density will have been quite high (compared to where it
normally is, sans impact event), so that mass-loading on the outward flowing gas, from the surface of the comet in the vicinity
of the impact site, will also have been quite high, and the affect of coma gas drag on individual ejecta particles significantly
mitigated. For example, if we assume that under normal circumstances, coma gas outflow is able to accelerate a comet-dust
output flux of 200 kg s−1 per 2π steradians to terminal velocity
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(defined above), and that the Deep Impact event rapidly injected
∼1.0 × 107 kg of dust into a 0.24π steradian area (a 3 km diameter area at the comet’s surface), then coma gas accelerations
on the ejecta particles of order fc = 0.04–0.4 mm s−2 can be
roughly estimated. The upper limit in this estimate corresponds
to particles of 1 µm in size, the peak of the Spitzer particle distribution (Lisse et al., 2006), and as such, coma gas pressure
may have had a significant effect on our gravity determination. As stated previously, our gravity measurement is, in effect,
measuring the difference force (fc − g) and not just g alone,
such that the actual gravity is potentially higher than what we
measured by up to a factor of about two. We must therefore
extend the error range of our measured values to include this
uncertainty, to obtain: ḡ = 0.34 mm s−2 (0.17–0.90 mm s−2 ),
which corresponds to a comet mass of mt = 4.5 × 1013 kg
(2.3–12.0 × 1013 kg) and a bulk density of ρt = 400 kg m−3
(200–1000 kg m−3 ). Further investigation and more sophisticated modeling beyond the scope of this work will be required
to constrain the magnitude of this force further, and re-tighten
the potential error in our Tempel 1 gravity/mass/density determination.
4.4.3. Impact vapor plume
As discussed in Section 1.1, the excavation stage begins with
the expulsion of a high-speed, rapidly expanding bubble of vapor and entrained melt droplets, which is then followed by the
high-speed portion of the solid-particle excavation flow. Interaction between these two components of the excavation stage
should to be considered, although such interaction is unlikely
because the main body of the vapor plume moves away from the
impact site at speeds of roughly an order of magnitude higher
than the fastest moving solid ejecta particles (Melosh et al.,
2006). Any remaining energetic gas trailing the main body of
this bubble would tend to push radially outward on the fastest
moving solid material, such that particle velocities on the highspeed edge of the ejecta plume (the “leading edge” as seen
from Earth) may have been affected by this rapid gas evolution.
However, the high-speed portion of the ejecta plume represents
only a tiny fraction of the total ejected mass (Fig. 19), such that
this potential effect is deemed not relevant to either the remaining evolution of the ejecta plume, which involved much slower
moving particles that remained close to the comet’s surface, or
our determination of the comet’s gravity.
4.4.4. Ice particle sublimation
The overall amount of water-gas created by the impact
event, as measured by the in-flight ROSETTA spacecraft, is
∼6 × 105 kg: equivalent to about 10 h of normal coma outgassing (Küppers et al., 2005). However, much of this must
have been released in the form of solid, water-ice, as the
total amount of energy delivered by the impactor, ∼19 GJ,
is much less than that required to vaporize this much water (Keller et al., 2005). Other observations confirm that the
solid-particle ejecta plume in the approach and look-back images contained a large fraction of solid ice particles mixed
in with the dust (Küppers et al., 2005; Sunshine et al., 2007;
Fernández et al., 2007). Once ejected from the comet, this ice
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would have started to sublimate, potentially applying additional
accelerations to the attached dust particles.
In general, when we look at the icy fragments that break
off comets under other circumstances, as were seen for Comet
73P/SW3 in 2006 or Comet C/Hyakutake 1996B2 in 1996
(fragments of order 50–200 m in radius), we see what appears to be a strong directed jet force, presumably due to
sublimation, directed towards the sunward side of the body.
The cause of this is direct heating of the fragment surface
by incident sunlight, coupled with the very low thermal inertia of the cometary fragment material (Lisse et al., 2005;
Groussin et al., 2007), so that the out-gassing occurs at local noon on the fragment, and the body is accelerated by jet
reaction forces in the anti-solar direction. However, no large
fragments were detected in the Deep Impact ejecta; the vast majority of material was of much smaller size, 0.1–10 µm in radius
(Lisse et al., 2006). These particles, despite having a low thermal inertia, cannot support a significant thermal gradient across
their radius, and are also tumbling very rapidly if they are in virial equilibrium with the out-flowing gas. We would thus expect
these particles to have little, if any, directed motion due to ice
sublimation. What common acceleration there may have been
should have occurred in the anti-solar direction, and would thus
have combined itself with our estimates of the solar radiation
pressure (Section 4.4.1).
As noted above, abundant solid-water ice was clearly detected as part of the impact ejecta plume by the flyby-spacecraft
during both the approach and look-back phases of imaging
(Sunshine et al., 2007), a detection also confirmed by the
Spitzer telescope (Lisse et al., 2006). Water-gas was also detected in the ejecta plume at this time, and it is reasonable to
assume that this gas would have sublimed from the icy grains
after they were lifted into the coma and exposed to sunlight.
Because these icy grains were ballistically launched, they (and
the gas derived from them) would have had a center-of-mass
motion similar to that of the long-lived grains within the ejecta
plume, resulting in two ice-grain populations which could potentially affect our gravity determination: ice grains ejected
early enough in the excavation process to form part of the sides
of the ejecta plume at the time of the look-back images, and ice
grains ejected late in the excavation process and which formed
part of the landed, ejecta blanket at the time of the look-back
images.
Regarding ice sublimation from grains still in flight as part
of the ejecta plume, since there is nothing to direct these forces
on the tumbling and rotating particles, we envision these as
randomly directed forces, accelerating some particles radially
outward, some radially inward, some axially upward, some axially downward, and some tangentially. The overall effect would
be a gradual diffusion of the ejecta plume from an initially thin
shell about 20–40 m in thickness to a Gaussian distribution of
particles on the order of a couple hundred meters in thickness.
This “fuzzing” of the plume is thought to be a primary source
for the image-measurement error in our gravity determination,
making the actual outer edges of the ejecta plume somewhat
diffuse and difficult to define, as discussed in Section 4.2. Thus,
this water ice sublimation did affect this measurement by giv-

ing us a larger fractional measurement error; however, the peak
of the Gaussian distribution would have continued to follow the
shell’s original trajectory, and would therefore not have systematically altered the gravity measurement.
Solid ice inclusion within the most massive and lowest speed
portions of the ejecta plume presents a different situation, since
this ejecta will have landed to form part of the ejecta blanket
around the transient crater rim. On the one hand, the timescale for this redeposition is on the order of several minutes:
recall from Section 4.3.1 that 50% of the excavated mass from
a gravity-dominated cratering event will have landed within
about 9 min of the time of impact. On the other hand, the
time-scale for sublimation of this ice is comparable to the time
over which we conducted observations via the flyby-spacecraft
(75 min). Thus, the primary effect of the water-gas liberated
from the ejecta blanket around the newly-formed crater would
be a hemispherical expansion force emanating from the impact
area that would tend to drive solid ejecta particles still in flight
upwards and radially outward—with this force following a typical inverse square law reduction with distance.
If we consider these two components of acceleration, the upward acceleration on any grain should, as it travels ballistically,
lead to us underestimating gravity because the grain falls back
later than it otherwise should. The radial acceleration leads to
the grain falling back at roughly the “right” time, but further
from the crater, and this would cause us overestimate the gravity. Due to the inverted-cone geometry of the ejecta plume, the
radial component of this outward gas pressure would have the
more severe effect on the measured plume expansion rate, such
that we are more likely to have potentially overestimated the
gravity due to this force. This effect is, however, thought to
be quite minor because most of the ejecta blanket would have
been concentrated within about 1–4 crater radii of the impact
site (Fig. 12), that is, within about 50–200 m, while the ejecta
plume at the time of the first look-back images was more than a
kilometer in radius and growing (Fig. 18). Additionally, once
the icy ejecta particles had landed again to form part of the
ejecta blanket, many of these particles would have been buried
and no longer in direct sunlight, reducing their sublimation rate.
Nonetheless, further investigation of this effect is warranted in
future studies.
4.4.5. Impact-induced cometary activity
Despite many early misinterpretations of the appearance of
the impact ejecta plume in the look-back images, there is no
indication of an on-going outflow of material having occurred
as a result of our impact on Comet Tempel 1. All of the dust
observed can be reasonably assumed to have been launched ballistically in an impulsive event, and the measured plume masses
are consistent with this (Section 4.3.1). The comet itself had
definitely returned to normal gas/dust levels within about 24 h
(and most certainly within 48 h); Keller et al. (2005); Küppers
et al. (2005); Lisse et al. (2006); Schleicher et al. (2006). This
is also consistent with the clearing timescale for ballistically
launched ejecta particles, in that 86,400 s day−1 × 1 m s−1 particle velocity = 87 km, so that it would have taken about 1–2
days for the slowest escaping ejecta to leave the collisionally
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Fig. 21. Deep Impact image sequence, part 1: a comparison between the actual HRI image sequence (upper images) and the best-fit modeled image sequence (lower
images), using a Spitzer-based particle distribution (Lisse et al., 2006). The two pairs of images on the left show the early interior view of the ejecta plume (phase
1), while the two pairs of images on the right show a near edge-on view of the plume’s west (upper left) side (phase 2).

thick zone of the coma and decouple fully from the nucleus
outflow. Also note that sublimation of water ice from the ejecta
blanket around the impact crater (Section 4.4.4) would appear
to act like impact-induced activity from the crater itself, so care
in identifying the correct source is necessary. Barring additional
evidence to the contrary, impact-induced cometary activity is
not considered to have had a significant effect on the observed
ejecta plume behavior.
5. Conclusion
In the process of this work, we felt it important to keep
our model conservative with regard to the number of model
parameters, self-consistent throughout, and well grounded theoretically: from the application of the π group scaling relationships for crater volume and formation time (Section 1.3), to the
application of the Maxwell Z-model of excavation flow (Section 2.1), to the development of constants for the ejecta velocity
scaling relationships (Section 2.2), to the addition of gravity and
strength affects to the model (Section 2.3), and finally to the
empirically-based determination of ejecta launch angles (Sections 2.4 and 2.5). Throughout its development, the number of
experimentally determined constant values used by the model
has been kept to a minimum, making use only of constants
which are widely accepted and applicable to a wide range of
impact environments (Table 2). At each point possible, we have
checked our model against previous work and the ejecta behavior recorded in recent experimental studies (Figs. 9–11).
Following model development, our stated goal in Section 1
was to adjust the parameters of this model (over many iterations) to match the flyby-spacecraft observations of the ac-

tual plume behavior, image by image. Figs. 21 and 22 show
eight examples from the final HRI image-sequence simulation,
using the nominal model inputs from Table 2 and the determined model parameters listed in Table 4. Also included is the
Spitzer-based particle size distribution (PSD) from Lisse et al.
(2006). The result is a synthetic image sequence which agrees
quite well with the actual image sequence, despite the fact that
second-order effects, such as gaps and rays in the ejecta plume,
have not been included: the ejecta plume goes smoothly through
all four viewing phases initially introduced in Fig. 1. While further refinements could be made, particularly in the area of ejecta
plume opacity, the first-order match between actual and synthetic image sets is sufficient to meet the goals of this study.
This modeling exercise has indicated that Deep Impact produced a reasonably “well-behaved” oblique-impact cratering
event: one in which the impactor–spacecraft apparently struck
a small, westward-facing slope of roughly 1/3–1/2 the size of
the final crater produced (determined from the initial ejecta
plume geometry), and possessing an effective yield strength
of not more than Ȳ = 1–10 kPa (estimated via two different
methods). The resulting ejecta plume followed well-established
scaling relationships for cratering in a medium-to-high porosity target material, consistent with a transient crater of not
more than 85–140 m diameter, formed in not more than 250–
550 s, for the case of Ȳ = 0 Pa (gravity-dominated cratering),
and not less than 22–26 m diameter, formed in not less than
1–3 s, for the case of Ȳ = 10 kPa (strength-dominated cratering). At Ȳ = 0 Pa, an upper limit to the total ejected mass of
1.8 × 107 kg (1.5–2.2 × 107 kg) is consistent with measurements made via long-range remote sensing, after taking into
account that 90% of this mass would have stayed close to the
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Fig. 22. Deep Impact image sequence, part 2: a comparison between the actual HRI image sequence (upper images) and the best-fit modeled image sequence (lower
images), using a Spitzer-based particle distribution (Lisse et al., 2006). The first pair of images on the left show the beginning of the transition from an edge-on
view of the plume’s west side (phase 2) to the late interior view of the plume’s dark, oval base (phase 3): which is shown in the middle two pairs of images. The
small gray circle near the center of the middle two synthetic images marks the position of the impact crater, which the actual (upper) images failed to resolve due to
obscuring dust. The final pair of images on the right show the beginning of the look-back phase of observations (phase 4).

surface and then landed within 45 min after the time of impact.
However, at Ȳ = 10 kPa, a lower limit to the total ejected mass
of 2.3 × 105 kg (1.5–2.9 × 105 kg) is also consistent with the
remote sensing measurements—making this result somewhat
ambiguous. The expansion rate of the ejecta plume imaged
during the look-back phase of observations leads to an estimate of the comet’s mean surface gravity of ḡ = 0.34 mm s−2
(0.17–0.90 mm s−2 ), which corresponds to a comet mass of
mt = 4.5 × 1013 kg (2.3–12.0 × 1013 kg) and a bulk density of
ρt = 400 kg m−3 (200–1000 kg m−3 ), consistent with the bulk
densities estimated for other cometary nuclei, and where the
high-end error is due to uncertainties in the magnitude of coma
gas pressure effects on the impact ejecta particles in flight (Section 4.4.2). These results are summarized in Table 4.
However, this work is a mathematical model of a physical
phenomena, and as such, it is important to keep in mind the assumptions that have gone into creating it: (1) the crater volume
follows the point-source assumption inherent in the π group
scaling relationships; (2) the π group scaling relationships can
be extended, reasonably well, into the realm of strength-dominated cratering in porous target materials for small impacts
which produce simple craters; (3) the cratering event follows
the Maxwell Z-model of excavation flow to first-order; and
(4) the target material produces particle ejection angles which
are consistent with those produced by experimental impacts
into granular target materials, at both normal- and obliqueincidence. As with any such model, it is possible to find cases
where the model breaks down: where its inherent assumptions
have been pushed too far. Of particular relevance to this work is

that our current understanding of the impact cratering process
in highly porous targets, or targets possessing strength (particularly “weak” strength), is just at its beginning stages, and much
more theoretical and experimental work needs to be done in
this area. In that respect, it was somewhat surprising to the authors that the cratering event produced by Deep Impact could
be modeled as well as it can be—that the theory we have now
works as well as it does. Nonetheless, there are still many aspects of this event which are not understood, such as: what can
we learn from the prominent rays and gaps in the ejecta plume?
How can the strength of the target at the impact site be constrained further? Are there further temporal variations in the
ejecta plume which reflect additional spatial variations at the
impact site (such as layering)? What further role did volatiles
play in modifying the evolution of the impact ejecta plume?
And, how can we better constrain the affects on the evolution
of the ejecta plume specifically due to the comet nucleus environment? Even with a good first-order understanding of the
Deep Impact event, which we believe we have reached with
this work, there is still much to be learned.
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